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**Historical note**

HICEM was founded in 1927 by three organizations. Its name is an acronym based on the names of the founders: HIAS (The Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society, New York), ICA (The Jewish Colonization Association, Paris) and Emigdirect, Berlin. The HICEM’s mission was to provide informational, legal, material and practical aid to Jewish emigrants.

In the 1930s HICEM had 51 committees in 23 countries around the world. HICEM operated in all countries sending or receiving Jewish emigrants. However, there were exceptions in the the USA, Germany, and Palestine, where the same functions were performed by HIAS, the German Jewish Aid Society, and the Jewish Agency, respectively. The records in this collection consist of the office files of the HICEM up to 1940.
In this collection, there are records from the administrative council of HICEM, including protocols of meetings, numerous reports from the HICEM’s bureau of statistics, and records from the finance department. Other materials include, reports on the status of Jews in various places, trip reports, lists of emigrants, reports on conferences, including minutes taken at the 1938 Evian conference, bulletins and periodicals issued by HICEM, and press and media clippings.

Also included are correspondences with organizations in various countries, including activity and financial reports of local HICEM branches, and correspondences with local charities and Jewish communities. Other materials include reports on the status of Jews in various places, trip reports, personal files on some immigrants, and reports on conferences, including minutes taken at the 1938 Evian conference, and press and media clippings.

Countries represented include: Australia, Albania, Belgium, Bulgaria, Brazil, Great Britain, Hungary, Venezuela, Haiti, Germany, Holland, Greece, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Spain, Italy, Canada China, Cuba, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mexico, Norway, Paraguay, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Syria, the USA, Trinidad, Turkey, Uruguay, France, Czechoslovakia, Chili, Switzerland, Ecuador, Estonia, and Yugoslavia.

There is also correspondence with international organizations like the League of Nations and OZE, the Jewish Child Welfare Organization. On June 10, 1940, with the Nazi invasion of Paris, the HICEM’s office shut down. The documents in this collection were left behind and fell into the hands of the Germans. HICEM reopened in Lisbon Portugal on June 26, 1940, and continued to work through-out the war.
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13. Financial records of branches in North and South America, 1935-1940;
14. Financial records of the branches in Asia, Palestine, and Australia, 1931-1940;
15. Correspondence and financial records of the transport companies, 1937-1940;
16. Lists of emigrants and emigrants’ receipts and obligations, 1935-1939;
17. Lists of Jewish emigrants and statistical data on emigrants from HICEM branches, 1926-1940;
18. Emigration Bureau: Individual help to emigrants, 1930-1940;
19. Personal records of emigrants (alphabetical order) [not duplicated]
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Note: Some files may have been combined or improperly arranged as they were transferred from place to place during and after the war. Also, some proper names may have been mistranslated or poorly transliterated from Russian in the following descriptions.
Fond 740, opis 1

I. ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS of the SECRETARY


2. Articles, from the HICEM Society, letter to precinct of the French police concerning altering clauses of the articles, list of the members of the Administrative Board, from the HICEM Society. January 31, 1935. Folder begins at image 40

3. Circulars, from the HICEM Society, in 1933-1934. Folder begins at image 56

4. Circulars, from the HICEM Society, in 1933-1934. Folder begins at image 463

5. Circulars, from the HICEM Society, in 1934-1937. Folder begins at image 498

6. Circulars, from the HICEM Society, there is an internal inventory. January 8, 1935-January 8, 1937. Folder begins at image 733


8. Circular, from the HICEM Society, to its branches concerning rules of filling of the emigrants’ central card file, correspondence with branches in Vienna, Brussels, and how to make inquiries concerning emigrants. April 18-August 15, 1937. Folder begins at image 1386


10. Circulars from the HICEM Society and internal inventory. July 1, 1938-April 26, 1939. Folder begins at image 1562

11. Circulars, from the HICEM Society, to its branches concerning conditions of immigrants in Uruguay, Ecuador, Haiti September 9-September 23, 1938. Folder begins at image 2049


15  Circulars from the HICEM Society. January 13-April 12, 1939. Folder begins at image 6
16  Circulars from the HICEM Society. February 6-August 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 18
17  Circulars from the HICEM Society. March 2-April 27, 1939. Folder begins at image 106
18  Circulars from the HICEM Society. May 1-December 29, 1939. Folder begins at image 135
19  Circulars from the HICEM Society. March 29-May 1, 1940. Folder begins at image 162
20  Journals, accounts from the HICEM Society’s activities in 1930-1936. Folder begins at image 171
21  Journal of the Administrative Board in June 1930. Folder begins at image 321
22  Journals from the Permanent Conference for Emigrants Protection at the League of Nations. Journals include correspondences with the secretary of the conference concerning rendering of the accounts, preparation for sessions, and other questions. February 1934-November 11, 1937. Folder begins at image 333
23  Journals from The Commission for Doctors-Emigrants’ Affairs, at the HICEM Society, from 1934-1935. Included in the journals are correspondences with a branch in Harbin and the Ozé Society concerning emigration assistance for Jewish doctors, who emigrated from Germany to the USSR, and America. Also includes lists of doctors who immigrated to the USSR June 1934-December 1936. Folder begins at image 411
24  Journals, Plenary Sessions of the Society. Report from delegate Mirkin on Jewish settlements in Brazil. Also includes notifications to the members of the Administrative Board concerning the dates of sessions. 1934-December 3, 1937. Folder begins at image 847
25  Journals of the Administrative Board. 1934-1937. Folder begins at image 1450
26  Journals from, the Commission for Distribution of Cash Benefits Amongst Emigrants. Also includes lists of emigrants. October 1, 1935-August 3, 1936. Folder begins at image 1589
27  Minutes, from the HICEM Society’s representative meeting with representatives of the Jewish organizations of England and Belgium. April 22, 1936-May 12, 1936. Folder begins at image 1660
28  Program, from the HICEM Society’s Paris Conference. Includes lists of representatives from the International Committees for Affairs of Emigration, and delegates from the HICEM’s other branches. June 29-July 1, 1936. Folder begins at image 1751
29 Journals from the Joint Committee for Affairs of Emigrants (Comité des liaisons), at the Supreme Commissioner of the League of Nations. Information includes correspondence with Supreme Commissioner Malcolm Neil concerning the status of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, in Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Portugal. February 3-December 16, 1937. Folder begins at image 1762

30 Minutes from meetings with representatives of the Union of Assistance to German Jews, and correspondence concerning emigration assistance to German Jews to the countries of South America. December 27, 1937-May 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 1979
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30 (continued) Folder begins at image 7

31 Journals from the Joint Committee on Issues of Emigration, at the High Commissioner of the League of Nations. Information includes correspondence with Supreme Commissioner Malcolm Neil concerning assistance in emigration to Jews from Germany, Austria, and Hungary. Also includes other questions. January 17-December 27, 1937. Folder begins at image 418

32 Text from the Convention on, the Legal Status of Jewish Emigrants from Germany. Sessions worked out at of the Committee of the League of Nations. February 10, 1938. Folder begins at image 832

33 Journals from the Plenary Sessions of the International Conference in Evian, France, on issues of Jewish emigration from Germany and Austria. July 1938. Folder begins at image 849

34 Journals, from the HICEM Society. October 14-15, 1938. Folder begins at image 906

35 Journals, from the HICEM Society. October 19-December 27, 1938. Folder begins at image 1004

36 Journals from the Administrative Board. December 9-10, 1938. Folder begins at image 1059

37 Journals, from the HICEM Society. In appendix-the Society’s Account of activity for the first half of 1939. January-June 14, 1939. Folder begins at image 1124

38 Journals from the Administrative Board and from the Central Bureau in Paris. February 10, 1939-January 3, 1940. Folder begins at image 1154

39 Journals from the Administrative Board. Includes accounts of HICEM Society activity from 1939-1940, and statistical data on emigration to the Countries of South America June 14, 1939-June 6, 1940. Folder begins at image 1255

40 Journals from the Administrative Board. June-July, 1939. Folder begins at image 1362
41 Journals from the Administrative Board. Included are budget estimates for 1940 and explanations for them. November 1939-January 1940. Folder begins at image 1429

42 Journals from the HICEM Society. Also includes appendices. February 13-May 10, 1940. Folder begins at image 1595

43 Account of the HICEM Society’s activities, and account rendered at the Conference on Affairs of Jewish Emigration, in Paris. 1926-June 1, 1936. Folder begins at image 1827

44 Society delegates share accounts of their visits to Jewish colonies in Argentina and their prospects for emigration to this country. 1928. Folder begins at image 1990

45 Account of activity of the HICEM Society. 1930-1932. Folder begins at image 2027

46 Account from the Society for the Benefit of Emigrants from Germany. May 15, 1933-December 31, 1934. Folder begins at image 2090
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47 Accounts of activity, from the HICEM Society. March 1933-March 31, 1934. Folder begins at image 6

48 Accounts of activity, from the HICEM Society. 1933-1935. Folder begins at image 77

49 Accounts of activity, from the HICEM Society. Includes statistical data on emigrants from Germany and Austria. 1934-1939. Folder begins at image 83

50 Accounts of activity, from the HICEM Society. June 15, 1935-June 18, 1936. Folder begins at image 477

51 Accounts of HICEM Society director, Cherniak, and his service trips to Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Italy, and the status of immigrants in these countries. Also includes lists of emigrants who are bound for America. July 22, 1935-September 9, 1939. Folder begins at image 546

52 Accounts of activity, from the HICEM Society. 1935. Folder begins at image 988

53 Accounts of secretary Dizhur’s service trips to Poland, Romania, Germany, USSR, and America. Also includes his report on prospects for Jewish emigration to regions of Southwest China January 6, 1936-March 29, 1940. Folder begins at image 1021

54 Account from HICEM Society chairman, James Bernstein, and his inspection trip to Riga, Kaunas, Vilnius, Warsaw. February 1936. Folder begins at image 1404

Account of activity of the HICEM Society. 1936. Folder begins at image 1595

Account of activity of the HICEM Society. 1936. Folder begins at image 1604

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, also includes essay concerning Jewish settlements in Argentina. 1936. Folder begins at image 1683

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, for 1936. Folder begins at image 1975

Account of activity of the HICEM Society in 1936. Folder begins at image 2082

Account of activity of the HICEM Society representative Kembovski, in South America, and his visit to the Jewish organizations of Brazil and prospects of immigration to this country. February 20, 1937. Folder begins at image 6

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, in 1937. Folder begins at image 33

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, in 1937. Folder begins at image 98

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, in 1937. Folder begins at image 163

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, from 1937-1938. Folder begins at image 297

Account of activity and financial accounts, from the HICEM Society, in 1938. Folder begins at image 385

Account from HICEM Society representative, Lazarus Epshtein (Lazar Epstein), his service trip to Manila, and prospects of Jewish immigration to the Philippines. July-November 1938. Folder begins at image 445

Account of Warsaw’s branch director, Leon Anter, and his service trips to Vienna, Prague, Trieste, and the status of Jewish emigrants in fascist Italy. September 14, 1938. Folder begins at image 608

Account from the conference called by the International Bureau of Help to Political Refugees, called in Paris, to discuss the rendering of assistance to Jewish emigrants from Czechoslovakia. October 22, 1938. Folder begins at image 619

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, in 1938. Folder begins at image 646

Account of activity of the HICEM Society, in 1938. Folder begins at image 706

Accounts from the HICEM Society’s activities and finances in 1938. Folder begins at image 755
73 Accounts from the HICEM Society’s activities from 1938-1939. Folder begins at image 791

74 Accounts from the HICEM Society’s activities from the first quarter of 1939. January-March 1939. Folder begins at image 843

75 Accounts of activity and finances, from the HICEM Society, in 1939. January-December 1939. Folder begins at image 853

76 Account of activity of the HICEM Society, from July-November 1939. Folder begins at image 896

77 Account of activity of the HICEM Society, from July-December 1939. Folder begins at image 918

78 Account of activity of the HICEM Society, in 1940. January-July 1940. Folder begins at image 939

79 Report from Starkmet, director of the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), on Climatic Conditions of Bolivia. Also includes subsequent prospects for Jewish immigration to this country. January 10, 1925. Folder begins at image 1075

80 Memorandum presented by the HICEM Society to the, International Conference on Issues of Emigration, in Havana. March 13, 1928. Folder begins at image 1151

81 Nevil Laska’s report on his trip to Germany, information on the arrangement of emigration of German Jews, at a session of the HICEM Society. June 1933. Folder begins at image 1188

82 Report from the High Commissioner on affairs of emigration. James Macdonald, at a session of the League of Nations, on the status of emigrants from Germany. Letter from the Central British Fund for German Jews Organization concerning elections of delegates to the International Conference on Issues of Emigration. December 5, 1933-March 29, 1934. Folder begins at image 1197

83 Report from secretary Melamed on activity of the Union of Assistance to German Jews, in Berlin. 1933-January 12, 1937. Folder begins at image 1216

84 Reports from HICEM Society representatives on prospects for immigration of German Jews to Albania, Bolivia, Guatemala, Mexico, and other countries. July 25-November 20, 1934. Folder begins at image 1339

85 Report from a HICEM Society representative on the project of Jewish settlements on Madagascar. August 6, 1934. Folder begins at image 1485

86 Report from secretary Melamed on the credits placed at the HICEM Society’s disposal for arrangement of emigration of German Jews, financial account for 1934. October 1934. Folder begins at image 1505
Reports from HICEM Society representatives on conditions of immigration to Cyprus. January 2-February 14, 1935. Folder begins at image 1532

Shaak Azofskij, director of the Society of Help to the Jewish Emigrants-Chios, reports on problems of immigration of the Jews to the USA. 1935. Folder begins at image 1553

Report from American delegate Karpf at the International Conference of the Jewish Committees in London, concerning activity of Jewish organizations in the USA. July 1936. Folder begins at image 1559

Mark Wischnitzer, chairman of the Union of Assistance to German Jews, reports on his trips to the South African Union, Rhodesia, Kenya, (British East Africa), and on prospects for Jewish emigration to these countries. December 1936. Folder begins at image 1567

John Bernshein, chairman of the Society of Help to the Jewish Emigrants-Chios, reports on conditions of emigration of German, Polish and Romanian Jews to Palestine, USA, Canada, Argentina, and other countries. 1936. Folder begins at image 1645

Reports of Society representative, white-guard emigrant, Vladimir Shah on his negotiations with the consuls of Mexico, Brazil, and Columbia on prospects for immigration. March 2, 1937-December 23, 1938. Folder begins at image 1689

Louie Ungre, chairman of the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), reports on his inspection trip to Poland and Czechoslovakia. Here he inspected the local Jewish Credit Cooperative Societies and agricultural settlements. June 9, 1937. Folder begins at image 1931

Report from chairman, James Bernstein, on the status of the Jews in Germany, Austria, Romania, and on activity in the HICEM Society. December 28, 1937. Folder begins at image 2035

Report from director of the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), on prospects of Jewish emigration to the USA, Canada, Mexico, and the countries of South America. March 1, 1938. Folder begins at image 2053
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Report from HICEM Society representative, Vladimir Shah, on his trip to French Guiana and prospects for Jewish emigration to this French colony. November 17, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

Report from an HICEM Society representative on conditions of Jewish immigrants in the countries of North and South America. November 19, 1938. Folder begins at image 13

Report from Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), on emigration to Argentina and the development of Jewish settlements in this country. February 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 116
99. Report from HICEM Society representative, Cherniak, on his trip to Czechoslovakia and Hungary and the arrangement of Jewish emigration from these countries. February 1939. Folder begins at image 216

100. Report from HICEM Society representative, Otto Brown, on the project of Jewish settlements in Chapar, Bolivia. May 19-May 25, 1939. Folder begins at image 262

101. Report from HICEM Society representative, Sophir, on Jewish settlements in Bolivia and prospects of immigration to this country. September 6, 1939. Folder begins at image 312

102. Report from HICEM Society representative on organization of Jewish settlements in Chile and prospects of immigration to this country, 1939. Folder begins at image 365

103. Reports from HICEM Society representatives Ungre and Sophir on the project Acquisition of Acres in Bolivia, and organization of Jewish settlements in this Country. Folder begins at image 497

104. Report from a paymaster on the sums allocated by the HICEM Society for crediting Jewish colonies in Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and Chile. February 8, 1940. Folder begins at image 517

105. Letter from a refugee named Cohen about the project of creating Jewish agricultural settlements in the Congo. 1937. Folder begins at image 527

106. Letters of Ze'ev Jabotinsky, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Zionist Revisionists, about the creation of a Jewish community in aid called the Vladimir Temkin Foundation. 1928. Folder begins at image 537

107. Letters from HICEM Society representatives concerning prospects of immigration of Jews to South Africa, Australia and to the countries of South America. Includes an internal inventory. December 21, 1933-June 13, 1934. Folder begins at image 545

108. Letters, their copies, from the secretary of the Polish embassy in Paris, to the Romanian embassy in Yugoslavia, mission in Paris with requests for granting entry visas to chairman, from the HICEM Society, branch in Warsaw, Leon Anter bound for Romania to arrange Polish Jews emigration. December 4, 1939. Folder begins at image 941

109. Correspondence with Andre Spire about inviting him to serve in a committee to conduct cases of hiring of Jewish farmers in Poland for agricultural work in France. 1927. Folder begins at image 947

110. Correspondence with emigrants who have applied for jobs with the committee. 1927-1928. Folder begins at image 956

111. Correspondence from HICEM Society chairman Bernstein to the immigration bank Chios in New York, and the branch in Warsaw concerning allocation of funds for finance for the emigration of German Jews. Also includes currency transactions, transfer
Correspondence with HICEM Society chairman, Julius Blau, concerning approval of balance-sheets, preparation for the Administrative Board sessions, and other questions. January 2, 1931-March 14, 1939. Folder begins at image 1093

Correspondence with the members of the Administrative Board concerning forwarding reports, dates of sessions, and other questions. In this file there is a report on activity, from the HICEM Society, for 1932. July 1931-July 25, 1938. Folder begins at image 1599

Correspondence with the members of the Administrative Board concerning approval of reports, dates of sessions, and other questions. October 19, 1931-January 17, 1940. Folder begins at image 1925
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Correspondence with members of the Administrative Board concerning dates of sessions, forwarding minutes, Reinach’s death, vice-chairman of the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), and other questions. October 19, 1931-May 10, 1940. Folder begins at image 6

Correspondence with a member of the Administrative Board, Emile Etinger, concerning the project of settlement of 1000 German Jews in Estonia, concerning reorganization of work of the Union of Assistance to German Jews, and other questions. December 17, 1931-July 31, 1939. Folder begins at image 312

Correspondence with the members of the Administrative Board concerning preparation for sessions, forwarding of budget estimates, concerning trips of director Kreinin, to Saarbrüken, Lorraine, and Luxembourg in 1931-1939. Folder begins at image 566

Correspondence of HICEM Society chairman, James Bernstein, to chairman of the American Society of Help to Jewish Emigrants, Dawson Bernstein, on personal questions. December 21, 1932-January 21, 1936. Folder begins at image 923

Correspondence with HICEM Society representative Alfred Klee concerning his inspection trips to Switzerland and Spain, concerning conditions of immigration of Jews to Spanish Morocco, and other questions. May 5, 1933-August 7, 1939. Folder begins at image 1144

Correspondence with the Supreme Commissioner, on affairs of emigrants, at the League of Nations. Also, concerning activity of emigration committees in France, concerning HICEM Society’s annual reports, participation in sessions of the Bureau of Experts at the League of Nations, and other questions. November 1933-August 25, 1936. Folder begins at image 1539
120. Correspondence with HICEM Society chairman, Blau, concerning cooperation with the Jewish agency in Palestine, rendering individual help to emigrants, and other questions. September 18, 1935-August 16, 1938. Folder begins at image 2018

121. Correspondence with the Jewish telegraph agency and the editors of Jewish newspapers concerning publication of essays from the HICEM Society. February 3-December 17, 1936. Folder begins at image 2032
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121. (continued) Folder begins at image 6

122. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Brussels, Barcelona, concerning the appointment of delegates and preparation for the conference on issues of emigration of the Jews, in Paris. Also includes information from a branch in Barcelona on immigration of the Jews to Spain May-June 1936. Folder begins at image 442

123. Correspondence with the editors of Jewish newspapers concerning publication of a Report from the conference on, issues of emigration, which was called by the Society, in Paris, in connection with the tenth anniversary of the HICEM Society. Also, brief reviews of the activity of the Society for 1926-1936. June 16-August 6, 1936. 56 pp. Folder begins at image 797

124. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Milan, Rome concerning preparation for the conference dealing with issues of emigration and concerning appointment of delegates to this conference. June-July 1936. Folder begins at image 857

125. Correspondence with emigrants who applied and were granted jobs in the HICEM Society. June 24, 1936-February 12, 1940. Folder begins at image 1229

126. Correspondence with the Jewish Telegraph Agency, in London, Paris, and Prague, concerning publications of reports on the activity, from the HICEM Society. In appendix-information on conditions of immigration to the countries of America. January 8, 1937-May 14, 1940. Folder begins at image 1593

127. Correspondence with the Union of Assistance to German Jews and Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), concerning the projects of Jewish settlements in Abyssinia, China, Mozambique, the Portuguese colony in the East Africa, Tasmania, Australia, and on the Philippines April 29, 1938-April 6, 1940. Folder begins at image 1900
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127. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

128. Correspondence with the consuls of Argentina, Belgium concerning issuing of entry visas to emigrants and certificates of reliability. June 29-December 19, 1938. Folder begins at image 225
129. Correspondence with former director of a branch in Warsaw, Leon Anter, concerning obtainment of his transit visa to Romania, Switzerland and Italy. Anter’s report on the status of Jewish immigrants in Italy January 5, 1939-June 5, 1940. Folder begins at image 232

130. Correspondence with transport companies in Germany, England, Belgium, and other countries, concerning the necessity of checking on passports and visas of emigrants bound for America, in order to prevent falsification of documents. March 13-June 24, 1939. Folder begins at image 390

131. Correspondence with director of the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), concerning economic situation in Pegeb, South Palestine, distribution of funds amongst Jewish organizations, concerning the death of HICEM Society director Blau, and other questions. May 12, 1939-May 14, 1940. 38 pp. Folder begins at image 536

132. Correspondences from director Ungre which deal with emigrants’ personal questions. June 5-12, 1940. Folder begins at image 579

133. Biographic data on Vladimir Shah, who submitted an application for position of editor of the HICEM Society. February 11, 1935. Folder begins at image 594

134. Biographic data on the staff of the Central Bureau in Paris. 1937-January 8, 1940. Folder begins at image 605

135. Lists of the members of the Administrative Board and their addresses, from 1936. Folder begins at image 689

136. Lists of the staff of the Central Bureau, from the HICEM Society, in Paris, from 1937. Folder begins at image 695

137. Lists of branches of the HICEM Society, and Jewish organizations contiguous to the HICEM Society in 1937. Folder begins at image 705

138. Lists of branches and Jewish organizations, in the countries of Europe, America, Australia, and Africa, that are cooperating with the HICEM Society in 1938. Folder begins at image 748

139. Lists of representatives, from the HICEM Society, and agents of the transport Companies in the USA, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, and other Countries, in 1938. Folder begins at image 763

140. Lists of emigration committees and Jewish organizations in Austria, Belgium, China, France, and other countries. May 1939. Folder begins at image 832; a second copy of the folder begins at image 867

[Del 141-147, mainly registers of incoming and outgoing mail, not copied]
Journals, Accounts and Correspondences

Branches in Europe

1. AUSTRIA

148. Letters from a branch in Vienna concerning obtainment emigrants’ entry visas to the countries of America, distribution of grants amongst them, granting privileged passenger tickets, and other questions. April 1, 1937-June 21, 1939. Folder begins at image 884

149. Letters to a branch in Vienna concerning assistance to emigrants who need to obtain entry visas, granting subsidies to them, and other questions. April 1, 1937-September 1, 1939. Folder begins at image 1170

150. Correspondence with the Vienna branch concerning assistance in emigration of Austrian Jews to the countries of South America, concerning obtainment of entry visas, transfer of their passports, and other questions. May 29, 1935-December 28, 1936. Folder begins at image 1654

151. Correspondence with the Vienna Branch concerning remittance of funds for distribution of grants amongst emigrants bound for Argentina, Brazil, and other countries. July 1, 1936-April 1, 1937. Folder begins at image 1957
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151. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

152. Correspondence with the Jewish organizations of Vienna concerning assistance in emigrants’ departure to Argentina, Uruguay and to America. Also includes lists of emigrants who have not received the sanctions for residing in Czechoslovakia. January 15-December 22, 1937. Folder begins at image 559

153. Correspondence with the Vienna Branch concerning assistance in emigration of Austrian Jews to the USA, and to the countries of South America. January 1-September 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 929

154. Correspondence with the Vienna Branch concerning arrangement of emigration of aged Jews from Austria to France. Lists of emigrants, dates of their departure to America, and other questions. September 3, 1938-August 28, 1939. Folder begins at image 1316

2. ALBANIA

155. Correspondence with HICEM Society representative, in Durazzo, concerning the status of the Jewish emigrants in Albania, producing statistical data, and other questions. October 1, 1938-August 17, 1939. Folder begins at image 1817
156. Letter from a HICEM Society representative on conditions of immigrants in Albania. March 12, 1939. Folder begins at image 1942


3. ENGLAND

158. Journals from the Council on Affairs of German Jews organization, in London. Correspondence with this organization concerning allocation of additional credits for emigration of German Jews, forwarding financial accounts, and other questions. January 1-December 18, 1936. Folder begins at image 1953
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158. (continued) Folder begins at image 6


160. Journals from the Council on Affairs of German Jews. January 18, 1939-May 1, 1940. Folder begins at image 700

161. Accounts of activity from the Jewish committees in London. Also includes statistical data on emigration of German Jews to England, Palestine, and America. 1933-March 20, 1940. Folder begins at image 939

162. Account of activity from the branch in London. March 12, 1934. Folder begins at image 987

163. Account of activity from the Committee of British Jews, in 1939. Folder begins at image 997

164. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in London, concerning allocation of credits, for emigration of German Jews, operations on the current account, and other questions. January 6, 1932-August 25, 1939. Folder begins at image 1029

165. Correspondence with the Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in London, concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, assistance in obtaining entry visas, and other questions. August 10, 1933-December 31, 1936. Folder begins at image 1289

166. Correspondence with the Central British Fund for German Jews organization, the Jewish Agency of Palestine, and other organizations, concerning allocation of credits for emigrants, from Czechoslovakia, bound for Palestine. Producing statistical data on emigration from Germany, and other questions. October 1933- August 1939. Folder begins at image 1774
167. Correspondence with the Central British Fund for German Jews, organization in London, with the Committee of British Jews, and other Zionist organizations, concerning assistance in the emigration of German Jews to Palestine, concerning assigning doctors to work, forwarding of financial accounts, and other questions. January 5, 1934-June 11, 1936. Folder begins at image 6

168. Correspondence with the branch in London concerning assistance in assigning German emigrants to work, rendering of material aid to them, and other questions. January 1-September 30, 1935. Folder begins at image 436

169. Correspondence with the Central Bureau of Settlements of German Jews, under the chairmanship of Weitzmann, concerning the issue of certificates for entry to Palestine, concerning the conference of the Jewish Youth Organization, the death of former Secretary of State of Foreign Affairs, Lord Riding, and other questions. August 1935-December 1936. Folder begins at image 870

170. Correspondence with the Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in London, concerning granting privileged passenger tickets to emigrants bound for New Zealand, assistance in emigration of German Jews to Paraguay and Uruguay, and other questions. October 1, 1935-December 12, 1936. Folder begins at image 1134

171. Correspondence with Osmond Goldsmith, chairman of the Committee of Help to Emigrants, in London, concerning assistance in Austrian Jews emigration to Argentina, allocation of additional funds for finance of emigrants, forwarding of accounts, and other questions. In this file there is a report from chairman of the HICEM society, Bernstein, on his trip to Vienna. October 1, 1936-May 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 1639

172. Correspondence with the Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in London, the Committee of British Jews, and other organizations. Also includes conditions of German Jewish emigrants in Australia, obtainment of entry visas for them, forwarding of registers, and other questions. In this file there are Journals from the Committee of British Jews for the year 1937. August 12-December 27, 1937. Folder begins at image 2018

172. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

173. Correspondence with the Committee of Help to German Jews and other Jewish organizations of England, concerning conditions of immigration to China, Palestine, and South America. February 3-December 21, 1938. Folder begins at image 127

174. Correspondence with the Jewish women's committee, in Dublin, concerning rendering of assistance to German Jews. November 7-18, 1938. Folder begins at image 615
175. Correspondence with the English ministry of war effort concerning exempting military control of cargoes belonging to transit emigrants bound from Germany to America. December 28, 1939-January 12, 1940. Folder begins at image 621

4. BELGIUM

176. Account of activity from the Committee of Help to the Victims of anti-Semitism, in Brussels. Also includes correspondence with the committee concerning implementation of the decrees limiting entrance of emigrants by the government of Belgium, concerning the establishment of a Spanish course for emigrants bound for Brazil, and other questions. 1935-December 22, 1937. Folder begins at image 638

177. Accounts of activity and financial accounts from a branch in Brussels. Also, statistical data on mass emigration of the Jews, to America. January-May 1940. Folder begins at image 1206

178. Letters to chairman of the Committee of Help to the Victims of anti-Semitism, Gotshalk, concerning influx of emigrants from Germany and Austria to Belgium, concerning the establishments of special camps for emigrants by the government of Belgium, concerning the altering of the articles from the Committee, concerning dates of sessions, and other questions. January 2, 1935-December 13, 1939. Folder begins at image 1238

179. Letters from chairman of the Committee of Help to Victims of anti-Semitism, Gotshalk, concerning conditions of Jewish immigrants in Argentina and Brazil, concerning cooperation with the HICEM society, and other questions, account of activity of the Committee of Protection of the Jews’ Rights, in Antwerp. January 17, 1935-December 5, 1939. Folder begins at image 1676

180. Letters from the Ezra organization, in Antwerp, concerning distribution of privileged tickets and material grants amongst the emigrants bound for America. July 1, 1937-July 26, 1939. Folder begins at image 1881
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180. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

181. Correspondence with the Zionist organization in Antwerp, concerning the status of immigrants in Germany and the rendering of material aid to them. Also includes lists of emigrants who received their entry permits to Palestine. March 1934- December 1936. Folder begins at image 126

182. Correspondence with the Ezra organization, in Antwerp, concerning the granting of privileged tickets to the emigrants bound for Argentina, concerning assistance in assigning emigrants to work, and other questions. January 2, 1935- December 31, 1936. Folder begins at image 364
183. Correspondence with the Committee of Help to the Victims of anti-Semitism, in Brussels, concerning assistance in departure of emigrants to Palestine and America. April 6, 1936-May 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 659

184. Correspondence with the Ezra society, in Antwerp, concerning distribution of grants and tickets amongst the emigrants bound for America and Palestine, text of Mark Wischnitzer’s report on his trip to Kenya and Rhodesia, British East Africa, and on conditions of immigration to these countries. January 4-December 22, 1937. Folder begins at image 1224

185. Correspondence with a branch in Brussels concerning termination of the issue of entry visas to Jewish emigrants, by the government of Chile, assistance in getting jobs, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. January 3, 1938-December 27, 1939. Folder begins at image 1402

186. Correspondence with a branch in Antwerp concerning distribution of grants amongst emigrants, representation of financial accounts, and lists of emigrants. January 17, 1938-May 6, 1940. Folder begins at image 1812
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187. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Brussels, Amsterdam, and Marseilles concerning distribution of material grants amongst the emigrants bound for the countries of South America, receipts and obligations of those who received grants. May 6-August 10, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

188. Telegrams to branches in Brussels, Budapest, and Trieste concerning terms of emigrants’ departure to Palestine and America, concerning forward of passenger tickets, and other questions. October 11, 1939-February 2, 1940. Folder begins at image 353

5. BULGARIA

189. Accounts of activity from a branch in Sofia. March 6-April 11, 1940. Folder begins at image 1080

190. Correspondence with the Shalom Aleichem Association and the Jewish community in Sofia, concerning provision of grants to the transit emigrants bound from Varna to Palestine. September 1, 1938-April 20, 1940. Folder begins at image 1090

191. Correspondence with the Jewish community, in Sofia, concerning conditions of immigration to Austria and USA, concerning allocation of additional credits for emigration of the Jews from Bulgaria. December 23, 1938-May 3, 1940. Folder begins at image 1101

6. HUNGARY
192. Correspondence with branches in Budapest concerning obtainment of transit entry visas for emigrants from Germany, concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, and other questions. January 29, 1937-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 1121

193. Telegrams to branches in Budapest, Milan, and Prague concerning remittance of funds, distribution of privilege tickets amongst emigrants, and other questions. January 16-March 31, 1939. Folder begins at image 1238

7. GERMANY

194. Circulars, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, for the year 1937, and an internal inventory. February 21-December 30, 1937. Folder begins at image 1805
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195. Circulars of the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, for the first half of 1938, and an internal inventory. January 3-June 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

196. The same for July-October 1938, there is an internal inventory. July 3-October 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 216

197. The same for November-December 1938, there is an internal inventory. November 1-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 310

198. The same for 1939. January 1-August 2, 1939. Folder begins at image 379

199. Journals, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews). Also includes correspondence with this Union concerning the project of a Jewish settlement in Costa Rica, concerning conditions of immigration to Chile, forwarding lists of emigrants, and other questions. January 5-May 1, 1937. Folder begins at image 517

200. Account of activity of the synagogue community, in 1936. Folder begins at image 1030

201. Doctor Goldberg’s report on German foreign trade and the consequences of boycotting of German goods, list of Jewish committees that comment on boycott of German manufacture goods. February-April, 1936. Folder begins at image 1057

202. Letters to the branch in Berlin on the conditions of employment of Polish Jews engaged in agricultural work in South-West France. 1927. Folder begins at image 1089

203. Correspondence with the Jewish Committee in Karlsruhe on facilitating the migration to Canada of a Jewish binder who has served a prison sentence. 1928. Folder begins at image 1120
204. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Warsaw, Prague concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, concerning forwarding their questionnaires, distribution of grants, and other questions. December 1933-June 1940. Folder begins at image 1125

205. Information on the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), concerning the status of the Jews in Nazi Germany in 1933-1935. Folder begins at image 1386

206. Correspondences with the Zionist organization, in Berlin, with the Jewish Lodge, in Hamburg, and other organizations. Correspondences concern assistance of entrance of emigrants from Germany to America. June 14, 1935-December 22, 1936. Folder begins at image 1436

207. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), concerning arrangement of mass German Jewish emigration, concerning obtainment of entry visas to Argentina, lists of emigrants, and other questions. October 25, 1935-May 26, 1936. Folder begins at image 1659
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207. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

208. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning emigration assistance to weavers, assigning work in Argentinean textile enterprises. Also includes, biographic data. March 1936-January 25, 1938. Folder begins at image 154

209. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning arranging mass emigration to Brazil, Chile, and other countries of South America, concerning trips of secretary Melamed, to Berlin, and other questions. June-December 1936. Folder begins at image 697

210. Correspondence with the Jewish committees in Berlin, Stuttgart, and Hamburg, concerning allocation of credits for finance emigration from Germany, visiting emigrants’ passports, producing statistical data, and other questions. March, 1937-July, 1939. Folder begins at image 1100

211. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning assistance in emigration, from Germany to Columbia, Uruguay, and other countries of South America. June 1-September 10, 1937. Folder begins at image 1547

212. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants from Germany, to the countries of South America, and distribution of grants amongst them. August 1, 1937-February 28, 1938. Folder begins at image 2062
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212. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

213. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, concerning the establishment of professional courses for emigrants’ retaining, obtainment, entry visas for them, and other questions, minutes of a session held with representatives of this union concerning help to the prisoners of Dachau, rules of remittance of private capitals abroad September 1-December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 447

214. Correspondence with a branch in Berlin concerning distribution of grants amongst the emigrants bound for Shanghai, lists of emigrants. March 2, 1938-September 4, 1939. Folder begins at image 900

215. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), concerning arrangement of emigration of German Jews to Mexico, Paraguay, Bolivia, and other countries of America, budget estimates of this Union for 1938. July 1-September 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 1599
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216. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning obtainment entry visas for the emigrants bound for South America, grant lists of emigrants and other questions. July 3-August 24, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

217. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning distribution of grants amongst the emigrants bound for Shanghai and South America. August 16, 1938-August 21, 1939. Folder begins at image 151

218. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning remittance of funds for distribution of grants amongst emigrants, concerning dates of their departure, and other questions. September 7, 1938-July 22, 1939. Folder begins at image 582

219. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning assistance in their emigration to Peru, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, and other countries. October 3-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 913

220. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning distribution of grants amongst emigrants from Germany bound for Shanghai and South America. October 9, 1938- November 22, 1939. Folder begins at image 1219
221. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning conditions of emigration to Bolivia and Paraguay, lists of emigrants, and other questions. January 1—June 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 1513
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222. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants bound for Shanghai. March 27-May 15, 1939. Folder begins at image 6

223. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) concerning allocation of additional credits for emigration of the Jews from Germany to America. May 26-June 17, 1937. Folder begins at image 350

224. Letters, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants bound for China and Bolivia. July 12, 1939-August 24, 1939. Folder begins at image 362

8. THE NETHERLANDS

225. Accounts of activity of the branch in Amsterdam for the year 1937, correspondence with the branch concerning assistance in emigration of German Jews to North and South America. September-December 1937. Folder begins at image 371

226. Report of the Comite Voor Bijzondere Joodsche Belangen in Amsterdam for August-October 1939. Folder begins at image 570

227. Account of activity of the migratory committee Montefiore, in Rotterdam, in Dutch. 1939. Folder begins at image 765

228. Letter from the “Israel” society in Amsterdam, 1927. Folder begins at image 777

229. Correspondence with branches and officers in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, including Gertrude van Tijn, concerning obtainment entry visas to Argentina, Palestine, and elsewhere, concerning forwarding emigrants’ birth- certificates, and other questions. August 5, 1935-January 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 783

230. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam and Rotterdam concerning emigration assistance for Jewish youth bound for Palestine, conditions of emigration to Mexico, and other questions. Also, in this file there is an account from the International Conference of German Emigrants, called in Paris, in June 1936. June 19, 1936-August 30, 1937. Folder begins at image 1251

231. Correspondence with a branch in Amsterdam concerning remittance of funds and granting of passenger tickets to emigrants bound for Palestine and America. April 1-August 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 1796
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Page 24
231. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

232. Correspondence with the branch in Amsterdam concerning implementation of the decrees limiting entrance of emigrants from Germany, by the government of Holland, obtainment of visas for them, granting tickets, and other questions. Also includes discussions of plans for the Evian Conference. January 6-September 29, 1938. Folder begins at image 267

233. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam and Rotterdam concerning how to obtain entry visas to the USA, for emigrants from Germany and Czechoslovakia, assistance in finding work, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. March 31-June 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 731

234. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, Buenos Aires, Bombay, Harbin, and various countries in South America concerning assistance in emigration of engineers, doctors, musicians, and their work assignment. January-August 1939. Folder begins at image 1308

235. Telegrams to branches in Amsterdam, Prague, New York, Budapest, and elsewhere concerning the forwarding of emigrants’ passports, dates of their departure to America, distribution of grants, and other questions. March 31-June 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 1662
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235. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

9. GREECE

236. Correspondence with branches in Athens and Saloniki concerning organization of assistance for transit emigrants in Greece, concerning implementation of decrees, limited duration of stay for emigrants in Greek ports, by the government of Greece, and other questions. September 13, 1938-January 15, 1940. Folder begins at image 178

237. Correspondence with the Jewish community in Rhodes, Aegea, concerning the rendering of material aid to Jewish emigrants, who lost their rights of Italian citizenship, and are obliged to live in Rhodes, and lists of emigrants. December 16, 1938-February 14, 1939. Folder begins at image 218

10. DENMARK

238. Correspondence with Copenhagen branch concerning remittance of funds for the finance of emigrants from Germany bound for America. November 27, 1935-August 10, 1939. Folder begins at image 261

239. Correspondence with representatives of Jewish organizations in Copenhagen, Alexandria, and Barcelona, concerning the conference dedicated to the Right of
Sanctuary, assistance in emigration of German Jews to South Africa, and other questions. January 16-December 22, 1936. Folder begins at image 505

240. Correspondence with Copenhagen branch concerning transportation of Jewish children to Palestine, statistical data on emigrants, and other questions. October 12, 1937-February 13, 1940. Folder begins at image 694

11. CITY OF DANZIG

241. Account of activity from Danzig Branch for 1938-1939, correspondence with branch concerning finance of emigrants bound for Australia, Canada, and other countries. October 2, 1938-June 20, 1939. Folder begins at image 833

242. Correspondence with Danzig branch concerning the trip of Chairman Bernstein to this city, concerning finance of groups of emigrants bound for Cuba, Mexico, and other countries. January 7, 1934-December 28, 1936. Folder begins at image 1326

243. Correspondence with Danzig branch concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, dates of their departure, forward of accounts, and other questions, lists of emigrants from Danzig bound for Canada and South America. January 7, 1937-January 3, 1938. Folder begins at image 1692
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244. Correspondence with the branch in Danzig concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants from Poland and Germany, the of sale of passenger tickets to emigrants bound to America, and other questions. December 26, 1937-May 4, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

245. Letters from branch in Danzig concerning distribution of grants to emigrants bound for America. April 6-September 5, 1939. Folder begins at image 478

246. Correspondence with the branch in Danzig concerning evacuation of the Jewish children from Danzig to France, remittance of funds for finance emigrants and other questions. June 4-August 29, 1939. Folder begins at image 659

12. LATVIA

247. Accounts of activity from a branch in Riga and statistical data on emigration from Latvia. January 1934-December 1939. Folder begins at image 744

13. LITHUANIA


249. Account of activity from the branch in Vilnius. January-April 26, 1940. Folder begins at image 1097
250. Letter from inspector Bernstein concerning the results of the inspection of the branch in Vilnius. March 17-26, 1940. Folder begins at image 1107

251. Correspondence with a branch in Kaunas concerning remittance of funds for distribution of grants to emigrants, the grant of passenger tickets, and other questions. January 5, 1936-December 24, 1937. Folder begins at image 1127

252. Correspondence with branches in Kaunas and Berlin concerning the assistance in emigration of Lithuanian and Polish Jews, who have left trade schools, and assigning them to work in enterprises of Argentina and Chile. March 25, 1936-April 29, 1937. Folder begins at image 1761

253. Correspondence with the branch in Kaunas concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, dates of their departure to America, rendering of financial accounts, statistical data, and other questions. February 2-December 27, 1937. Folder begins at image 2077

254. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

255. Correspondence with the branch in Kaunas concerning increase of emigration of Austrian Jews to Lithuania, cooperation of branches in Vilnius, Kaunas, and Riga, producing statistical data, and other questions. Also includes information on the status of emigrants in Vilnius. January 5, 1938-December 26, 1939. Folder begins at image 234

14. LUXEMBURG

255. Accounts of activity from a branch in Luxembourg for 1938, statistical data on transit emigrants in Luxembourg. September 21, 1938-January 29, 1940. Folder begins at image 812

256. Letters from the Ezra Organization, in Luxembourg, concerning the terms of departure of emigrants bound for America, obtainment of transit visas, and other questions. November 12, 1935-November 14, 1939. Folder begins at image 831

257. Correspondence with the Ezra Organization, in Luxembourg, concerning the status of transit emigrants, conditions of immigration to Canada, and other questions. Account of Society representative Cherniak, of his trip to Luxembourg, and of the Ezra organization activity for 1937-1938. January 10, 1936-May 3, 1940. Folder begins at image 1239

258. Correspondence with branches in Luxembourg, Marseilles, Metz, and Strasbourg concerning assistance in emigration of German Jews to Palestine, granting privileged tickets to them, and other questions. January 24-December 24, 1936. Folder begins at image 1627

15. SPAIN

260. Account of activity and financial accounts of a branch in Barcelona in 1936-1938. Folder begins at image 1863

261. Accounts from HICEM Society chairman on his trip to Barcelona, and the project of a savings and loan bank for emigrants from Germany, 1936. Folder begins at image 1933

262. Correspondence with branches in Madrid and Barcelona concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, granting passenger tickets, and other questions January 2, 1934-February 19, 1938. Folder begins at image 1940
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262. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

263. Correspondence with the branch in Madrid concerning immigration conditions to Spain, the project of Jewish settlements in this country, opening credit fund in Barcelona, and other questions, account of Society representative Vladimir Shah on his trip to Spain. January 8-December 30, 1935. Folder begins at image 284

264. Correspondence with the branch in Barcelona concerning assistance to emigrants in obtainment of entry visas to Argentina, granting passenger tickets, and other questions. December 12, 1936-December 23, 1937. Folder begins at image 771

265. Correspondence with branch in Barcelona representative, Josepha Frenkel, concerning obtainment of her entry visa to Chile, concerning legalization of her activity in Barcelona, and other questions. March 28, 1938-August 22, 1939. Folder begins at image 985

16. ITALY

266. Accounts of Kucherov and Wischnitzer, directors of the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), and their trips to Italy in 1938. Correspondence with the branches in Milan, Trieste concerning finance emigration of German Jews to the countries of America and to Australia, concerning obtainment of entry visas for them, and other questions. January 7, 1937-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 1077

267. Accounts of activity from the branch in Trieste, correspondence with its representative, Anter, concerning remittance of funds for finance a group of emigrants bound for Palestine. September 1939-May 17, 1940. Folder begins at image 1692

268. Account from the Society representative of his trip to Milan, Genoa, Roma, and Trieste and the status of Polish Jews who emigrated to Italy, 1939. Folder begins at image 1747
269. Report from the representative in Genoa, Lelio Valobr, on activity of the Jewish communities of Italy. Information on Jews’ legal status in fascist Italy. December 1939-December 1940. Folder begins at image 1761

271. Letters to the branch in Milan concerning the remittance of funds for finance of emigrants bound for China, and the countries of South America, concerning assistance in obtainment of their entry visas, and other questions. August 22, 1935-September 25, 1939. Folder begins at image 1783
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271. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

272. Telegrams to branches in Milan, Trieste, and Vena, concerning the forward of entry visas to emigrants from Austria, distribution of grants to them, and other questions. October 1-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 374

273. Letters from the branch in Milan concerning distribution of grants to emigrants, granting privilege tickets to them, dates of their departure, and other questions. April 3-August 16, 1939. Folder begins at image 1095

17. NORWAY

274. Correspondence with a branch in Oslo concerning rendering material aid to transit emigrants, producing statistical reports, and other questions. October 22, 1937-February 22, 1940. Folder begins at image 1713

275. Correspondence with a branch in Oslo concerning distribution of grants and passenger tickets to the Jewish emigrants bound for USA. September 12-October 20, 1939. Folder begins at image 1747

18. POLAND

276. Accounts of branch activity in Warsaw and Danzig in the years 1934-1939, statistical data on emigrants bound for America, Australia, and South Africa. November 1934-August 1939. Folder begins at image 1755

277. Accounts of activity, from the branch in Warsaw, in the years 1937-1938. Folder begins at image 1977

278. Account of activity of the Jewish Economic Committee in Łódź, in Yiddish. 1938. Folder begins at image 2007

279. Letters to the branch in Warsaw about the dates of departure of Polish Jews traveling to Australia and the countries of South America, giving them discount tickets and other issues. 1927-1928. Folder begins at image 2045
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279.  (continued) Folder begins at image 7

280.  Letters to the branch in Warsaw about the hiring of Polish Jews for agricultural work in France and the dates of their departure. 1928. Folder begins at image 250

281.  Letters from the branch in Warsaw about the dates of departure of Polish Jews hired for agricultural work in France. (Hebrew). 1928. Folder begins at image 348

282.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning conditions of hiring of Polish Jews to work on farms in France. January 16-December 24, 1930. Folder begins at image 462

283.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw and the Jewish Colonization Society (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning money orders, sent by American Jews, to relatives living in the USSR, registers of persons receiving the money orders. August 2, 1932-July 3, 1935. Folder begins at image 914

284.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning assistance in emigration of Polish Jews to Argentina, rendering material help to them, and other questions. January 7-September 27, 1935. Folder begins at image 1313

285.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning distribution of grants and granting of privileged tickets to Polish Jews bound for Montevideo, Argentina, and lists of emigrants. May 20, 1935-August 4, 1939. Folder begins at image 1898
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285.  (continued) Folder begins at image 7

286.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning crowding of Jewish emigrants in the port of Gdynia, concerning sale to them of passenger tickets, for Palestine, and other questions. October 1, 1935-February 26, 1936. Folder begins at image 231

287.  Correspondence with a branch from the American Society of Help to Emigrants- Chios, in Warsaw, concerning technique of transfer operations from America and the USSR, by Torgsin, concerning liquidation of Torgsin, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. In appendix-financial accounts from this branch. June 22, 1933-November 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 771

288.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning distribution of grants to emigrants bound for America, lists of emigrants. January 2, 1936-August 4, 1937. Folder begins at image 1354

289.  Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning the trip of director, Ungre, from Paris to Poland, concerning Anter’s assignment, who is director of the branch in Warsaw, to South America, conditions of immigration to Chile and Uruguay, and other questions. January 3-April 29, 1937. Folder begins at image 1985

Page 30
289. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

290. Letters, from the branch in Warsaw, concerning dates of Jewish women’s departure from Poland to Argentina and Brazil, lists of emigrants. January 6, 1937-October 4, 1938. Folder begins at image 353

291. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning the finance of Polish Jews bound for Brazil and Uruguay, obtainment of entry visas, and other questions. May 1-July 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 548

292. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning hiring of Polish Jews to farm in France, issuing foreign passports to them, and other questions, lists of the emigrants from Poland. June 9, 1937-April 1, 1938. Folder begins at image 906

293. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning prospects for Polish Jews’ immigration to Australia, Canada, Chile and Peru, concerning assignment of emigrants to the textile enterprises of South America, concerning the trip of chairman Bernstein to Warsaw, and other questions. August 1-December 29, 1937. Folder begins at image 1366

294. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning assistance in emigration of Polish Jews to Australia, Chile, Argentina, and other countries. January 3-June 7, 1938. Folder begins at image 2013
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294. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

295. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning calling on the Jewish Committees on Issues of Emigration, distribution of grants to emigrants, and other questions. June 2-December 29, 1938. Folder begins at image 408

296. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning influx of Jewish emigrants, from Czechoslovakia to Poland, rendering of material aid to them, and other questions. January 1-June 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 1004

297. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning provision of grants and passenger tickets to emigrants bound for China, Canada, and other countries. April 1-April 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 1650

298. Report by an unnamed author concerning emigration of Polish Jews to Romania from the regions occupied by Nazi forces. June-September 1939. Folder begins at image 2055
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299. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning forward of checks on finance groups, of emigrants bound for America, granting passenger tickets to them, and other questions. July 1-September 2, 1939. Folder begins at image 6

19. PORTUGAL

300. Account of activity from the branch in Lisbon, in 1938-1939. Folder begins at image 229

301. Correspondence with the branch in Lisbon concerning distribution of grants to emigrants bound for America. January 8, 1937-December 19, 1939. Folder begins at image 245

20. ROMANIA

302. Account of activity, from a branch in Chernivtsi, Romania in 1939. Folder begins at image 854

303. Correspondence with a branch in Bucharest concerning allocation of funds for the finance of emigrants, forward of checks, approval of financial accounts, and other questions. April 1, 1935-December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 866

304. Correspondence with branch in Bucharest concerning assistance in emigration of Romanian Jews to Palestine, budgeting for 1939, and other questions. Also includes lists of emigrants from Romania. January 11, 1937-December 1939. Folder begins at image 1405

305. Correspondence with the branch in Bucharest concerning settlement of groups of Romanian Jews and German Jews in Argentina and lists of emigrants from Romania. July 31, 1939-May 27, 1940. Folder begins at image 1918
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306. Telegrams to branches in Bucharest, Bordeaux, Zagreb, and Trieste, concerning obtainment of emigrant entry visas, for America, granting of passenger tickets, grant transfers, and other questions. February 3-June 8, 1940. Folder begins at image 6

21. USSR

307. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning sending railway-guides, informing of fares from Moscow to Kharkov, Kiev, Leningrad, and other cities in the USSR, concerning remittance of funds for Shapiro sisters and other persons receiving grants from America. March 22, 1927-September 21, 1932. Folder begins at image 768

308. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Association, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning the procedure for formalizing foreign passports, cooperation with the branch in Riga, obtainment of entry visa to Argentina, for Abraham Gorenshtein, who is
living in the USSR, and other questions. February 1-November 9, 1937. Folder begins at image 799

308a. Lists of Jews, Soviet citizens, and obtainment of monies from foreign countries through Torgsin, 1933-1934. Folder begins at image 822

22. TURKEY

309. Account of activity from representative in Istanbul, advocate Faradjji, concerning payment of fees. 1938-April 24, 1939. Folder begins at image 1261

310. Correspondence with representative in Istanbul, advocate Faradjji, concerning distribution of a cash benefit to a man named Bletnitskij, for a trip to his son living in Odessa, concerning the grant of privileged tickets to emigrants bound for South America, and other questions, lists of the emigrants from Germany living in Istanbul. September 30, 1934-June 6, 1939. Folder begins at image 1272

311. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Association, (ICA, IKA), in Istanbul, concerning the finance of Turkish Jews bound for Palestine, cooperation of the Association with the Jewish Agency of Palestine, and other questions. Also reference to Turkish Jews and emigration to Palestine. April 2, 1935-April 27, 1936. Folder begins at image 1337

23. FRANCE


313. Journals from American Jewish organizations in Paris, Joint Committee (Comité d’entante). Correspondence with the members of this committee concerning preparation for a session. March-December 1937. Folder begins at image 2029
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313. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

314. Journal from the HICEM Society, session with Jewish organizations in Paris, representatives on the status of Jewish immigrants in France. October 13, 1938. Folder begins at image 204


316. Accounts from the National Committee on Aid to the German Emigrants-Victims of anti-Semitism, in Paris. Also, correspondence with this committee concerning assistance in
emigrants’ departure to Palestine January 1, 1935-August 9, 1936. Folder begins at image 263

317. Accounts of activity and statistical reports from the Central Committee of Help to Emigrants, in Paris, Lille and Strasbourg in 1935-1936. Folder begins at image 351

318. Accounts of activity from Parisian Committee on Help to Jewish Emigrants, draft of the International Convention on Migrants from Germany, drawn up by the Commission, at the League of Nations, 1936-December 25, 1937. Folder begins at image 758

319. Accounts of activity and statistical reports from the Central Committee of Help to Emigrants, in Paris, Lille, and Strasbourg for the year 1937. Folder begins at image 1202

320. Accounts of activity and financial accounts from the Central Committee of Help to Emigrants, in Paris, in 1938-1939. Folder begins at image 1441


322. Account of activity from the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in Paris, 1939. Folder begins at image 2061

323. Account of a Society representative’s visit to French concentration camps for Jewish emigrants and obtainment of entry visas to America. November 6, 1939. Folder begins at image 2078

324. Letters to the "Central Committee of Assistance to Jewish Emigrants" about hiring Polish Jews engaged in agricultural work in France, and entering into labor agreements with them. 1928. Folder begins at image 2085

325. Letters of the "Central Committee of Assistance to Jewish Emigrants" about hiring Polish Jews engaged agricultural work in France, concluding labor agreements with them. 1928. Folder begins at image 2109

326. Letters to tutors in Jewish orphanages concerning provision of grants. October 15, 1934-March 16, 1938. Folder begins at image 2135
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327. Letters to the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, Oceania (a transport company), and other French organizations, concerning granting privileged tickets to a group of emigrants, checking on their passports, forwarded lists of emigrants, and other questions. March 29, 1938-March 20, 1939. Folder begins at image 6

328. Letters to French concentration camp commanders with petitions for discharge of German and Polish Jews, interned in the camps, granting permission for their emigration to the countries of America; lists of Jewish emigrants detained while France was at war with Germany. October 19, 1939-March 21, 1940. Folder begins at image 283
329. Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants notifications of the dates of steamers with emigrants bound for the USA and Brazil, departure time, brief data on emigrants. February 3, 1934-January 3, 1935. Folder begins at image 644

330. Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants notifications of the dates of steamers with emigrants bound for Paraguay, Peru, and other countries. Departure time and brief data on emigrants. January 9-December 12, 1935. Folder begins at image 854

331. Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants notifications of the dates of steamers with emigrants bound for Paraguay and Argentina, departure, brief data on emigrants. January 2-March 27, 1936. Folder begins at image 1124

332. Correspondence with the representative of the Central Committee for Assistance to Jewish Emigrants Olshansky about the project of merging the Jewish committees in Paris, about the settlement in Tunisia of emigrants engaged in agriculture, and other issues. January 26, 1928-April 18, 1940. Folder begins at image 1177

333. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), the Tutorship of Jewish Orphanages, and other organizations of France, concerning immigration conditions to Spain, allocation of additional credits, rendering material aid to emigrants, and other questions. January 26, 1928-April 18, 1940. Folder begins at image 1194

334. Correspondence with the American Joint Distribution Committee, in Paris, concerning allocation of credits for emigration of German Jews to America, operations on the current account, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. In this file there are financial accounts of the Society for the years 1934-1937. March 11, 1928-November 29, 1937. Folder begins at image 1485

335. Correspondence with the "French Committee of Zionist Friends" on the issuance of cash benefits to a Zionist who was on his way to Palestine. 1929. Folder begins at image 2064
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336. Correspondence with Osmond Goldsmith, chairman from the American Joint Distribution Committee, in Paris, concerning allocation of special credits for German Jews’ emigration, the rendering of material aid to emigrants from Spain, the forward of accounts, and other questions. January 1, 1931-September 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 6

337. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA) concerning emigration assistance to Jewish families bound to South America, text from the report made by association chairman, Kogen, on Jewish settlements in Argentina and Brazil. January 4, 1934-December 25, 1935. Folder begins at image 505

338. Correspondence with the American Joint Distribution Committee concerning allocation of funds for reimbursement of costs for German Jews’ emigration, concerning forward

339. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants concerning allocation of credits for emigrants, from Germany, bound for Palestine. Lists of emigrants. April 2-September 26, 1936. Folder begins at image 1378


341. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in Paris, concerning the project of Jewish settlements on Madagascar, the rendering of assistance to Polish Jews, and other questions. Association accounts of activity for 1937. May 31, 1935-December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 2054
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341. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

342. Correspondence with the consuls of USA, Paraguay and Uruguay, in Paris, concerning obtainment of entry visas, for emigrants, conditions of immigration to Uruguay, and other questions. December 10, 1935-December 21, 1936. Folder begins at image 526

343. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in Paris, concerning negotiations of its representative in South America, Melibovskij, with the government of Paraguay, for revoking its decrees, which limited immigration to this country. Also, Jewish settlements in Peru, and other questions. December 23, 1935-December 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 567

344. Correspondence with the consuls of the Dominican Republic concerning conditions of Jews’ immigration to San Domingo. Correspondence with the information bureau Service d’Information Etranger, concerning forward of data on the status of the Jews in Poland and Romania, and other questions. January 1936-December 1937. Folder begins at image 1168

345. Correspondence with the Zionist Youth, and other organizations in Paris, concerning dispatch of delegates to the conference on Issues of Immigration, called by the Society. Forward of financial accounts, and other questions. January-December 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 1519

346. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in Paris, concerning distribution of grants to emigrants, lists of the emigrants bound for Palestine and America. February 1-December 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 2064
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346. (continued) Folder begins at image 7
347. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in Paris, concerning influx of emigrants from Germany, forwarded lists of emigrants, and other questions. January 4-December 10, 1937. Folder begins at image 374

348. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants concerning approval of budget estimates, conditions of immigration to Brazil, lists of emigrants, and other questions. January 5-December 17, 1937. Folder begins at image 470

349. Correspondence with the branch in Marseille concerning dates of departure of emigrants bound for America, granting of passenger tickets, and other questions. January 6-August 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 923

350. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants concerning credit operations, dates of emigrants’ departure to America, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. January 17-August 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 1099
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352. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), concerning the project of a Jewish settlement, on Haiti, concerning the International Conference on Issues of Emigration, in Evian, forward of accounts, and other questions. In this file there is director Ungre’s account of activity of the Society for 1927-1935. December 22, 1937-November 28, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

353. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in Paris, concerning evacuation of Jewish children from Germany to Argentina, checking of statistical data on emigration, and other questions. In this file there are accounts of activity of the HICEM Society. July 1937-July 21, 1939. Folder begins at image 424

354. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants concerning establishment of a branch in Strasbourg, producing statistical report, and other questions. Lists of emigrants, from Austria and Germany, bound for America. January 1-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 1089

355. Correspondence with the Institute of Political Emigration, in Paris, and other organizations of France, concerning implementation of the Argentine government’s decrees limiting immigration to this country, publishing the anti-fascist brochure “Race and Racism”, and other questions. January 14-December 28, 1938. Folder begins at image 1714
356. Correspondence with branches in Bordeaux, Marseille, and Nice, concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, granting privileged tickets, and other questions. January-December 1938. Folder begins at image 1965
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356. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

357. Correspondence with the American Joint Distribution Committee, in Paris, concerning rendering assistance, to the Jews from Danzig, drawing up of joint budget estimates. In appendix-hearings from the Conference and the Articles from the Jewish Credit Fund in Lima. January 1938-February 1939. Folder begins at image 309

358. Correspondence with the American Joint Distribution Committee, in Paris, concerning cooperation with the committee, concerning assistance in discharge of 5 German Jews from Buchenwald, forward of accounts, and other questions. In this file there is account of activity of the Society for the first quarter of 1939. March 1-October 31, 1939. Folder begins at image 979

359. Correspondence with the head of French concentration camps concerning permission to visit interned emigrants, assistance in their discharge and emigration to America. Lists of interned emigrants. September-December 1939. Folder begins at image 1611

359a. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants concerning credit operations, letters from different organizations and persons with requests for rendering material help for departure to Bolivia, Uruguay and New Zealand, reimbursement of expenses on trips, in 1935-1940. Folder begins at image 2073
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359a. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

360. Group photograph of Romanian and Polish Jews engaged in agricultural work in the city of Toulouse. 1929. Folder begins at image 248

24. CZECHOSLOVAKIA

361. Accounts of activity from branches in Prague, Bratislava, and Zagreb. January 1935-February 13, 1940. Folder begins at image 258

362. Accounts of activity, from the branch in Prague, for 1937-1938, correspondence with the branch concerning assistance of emigration of Czechoslovakian Jews to America. 1937-May 9, 1939. Folder begins at image 609

363. Accounts of activity from the branch in Prague for 1938, correspondence with the branch concerning obtainment of entry visas to the countries of South America, for emigrants from Germany, distribution of grants to them, and other questions,
information on the status of the Jews in Czechoslovakia. January 4, 1938-January 10, 1939. Folder begins at image 683

364. Text from the Treaty of Financial Aid to Czechoslovakia, between the Czech Republic and England, account of director Cherniak and his inspectional trips to Czechoslovakia and Hungary, cost sheet on emigrants from Czechoslovakia, January 27, 1939-March 6, 1940. Folder begins at image 1247

365. Draft of the treaty of Jewish Agricultural Settlements Creation in San Domingo, between the governments of Czechoslovakia and the Dominican Republic, correspondence on this question with the Dominican Republic envoy in Paris. March 7-28, 1939. Folder begins at image 1334

366. Letters from branches in Prague, Vienna, and London, representatives warn against swindlers pretending to be political emigrants, lists of swindlers and provocateurs published in the Socialist Party of Germany bulletin Conade, in Prague, January 1934-August 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 1366

367. Letters from Czechoslovakian Jews with requests for assistance in their emigration from Prague. February 3-March 7, 1939. Folder begins at image 1485

368. Letters from Czechoslovakian Jews with requests for assistance in their emigration from Prague. February 22-March 16, 1939. Folder begins at image 1500

369. Letters from Czechoslovakian Jews with requests for assistance in their emigration from Prague. February 26-March 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 1520

370. Letters from Czechoslovakian Jews with requests for assistance in their emigration from Prague. March 6-March 21, 1939. Folder begins at image 1539

371. Letter to Prague’s Emigrant Committee representative, Stopford, concerning rendering of financial aid to emigrants from Czechoslovakia. March 18, 1940. Folder begins at image 1550

372. Correspondence with the branch in Berlin. Folder begins at image 1563

373. Correspondence with branch in Prague concerning allocation of funds for emigration of German Jews from Czechoslovakia, the project of Jewish settlements in Ecuador, and other questions. January 2, 1934-December 3, 1935. Folder begins at image 1573

374. Correspondence with branch in Prague concerning conditions of immigration to Uruguay, obtainment entry visas to Argentina, and other questions, lists of spies and swindlers published in the “Socialist Party of Germany” bulletin Conade, in Prague. January 7-December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 1898
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374. (continued) Folder begins at image 6
375. Correspondence with branches in Prague and Bratislava concerning allocation of credits for emigration of Jews from Czechoslovakia to Palestine, granting privileged tickets to them, and other questions. January 2-August 28, 1939. Folder begins at image 135

376. Correspondence with branch in Bratislava concerning assistance in emigration of Jewish students to Palestine, concerning the status of the Jews in Slovakia, and other questions. March 7-August 17, 1939. Folder begins at image 636

377. Correspondence with the branch in Bratislava concerning giving to students of Jerusalem University certificates for entry to Palestine, list of the students having received these certificates, obligations of those who received cash benefits. October 9, 1939-November 14, 1939. Folder begins at image 680

25. SWITZERLAND

378. Accounts of activity of the Association of Jewish Charitable Communities, in Zurich, in 1938-1939, statistical data on emigrants from Switzerland. 1938-April 13, 1939. Folder begins at image 705

379. Letters from the Association of Jewish Charitable Communities, in Zurich, about assistance to emigrants in obtainment entry visas to Bolivia and Peru, distribution of grants to emigrants, and other questions. September 3, 1937-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 737

380. Letters from the Association of Jewish Charitable Communities, in Zurich, about distribution of grants to emigrants from Germany and Austria, and assistance in their emigration to America. September 3, 1937-December 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 1169

381. Letters from a branch in Zurich concerning obtainment entry visas for emigrants, selling privileged tickets to them, forward of financial accounts, and other questions, in appendix-financial account for April 1939. January 1-May 31, 1939. Folder begins at image 1435

382. Letter of the Association of Jewish Charitable Communities, in Zurich, concerning application of the grant appropriated by the government of Switzerland, information of the Jewish Telegraph Agency, in London, and on the grants appropriated by the government of England for emigration purposes. January 11-February 2, 1940. Folder begins at image 1994

383. Information from the Jewish Congress in Geneva on rendering help to the Jewish population of the Polish regions occupied by Nazi forces. November 1939-February 1940. Folder begins at image 2011
384. Correspondence with branches in Zurich and Geneva concerning assistance in
emigration of Jewish scientists to Haifa, granting railway benefits to emigrants, and
other questions, accounts of activity from the branch in Zurich for 1933-1935. 1933-
January 3, 1936. Folder begins at image 6

385. Correspondence with the branch in Zurich concerning distribution of grants to
emigrants, the rendering of accounts, and other questions, account of activity of the
Committee of Help to Emigrants’ Children, in Berlin, in 1934-1935. October 1934-
November 16, 1936. Folder begins at image 476

386. Correspondence with the League of Nation’s secretary concerning the draft of the
convention of Jewish emigrants from Germany, to the branch in Zurich concerning
finance of emigrants bound for South America, information on rabbi Schlezinger, and on
the activity of the emigration committee Soprotimis in Buenos Aires. February 1, 1936-
December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 753

387. Correspondence with the League of Nations’ secretary from branches in Geneva and
Zurich, concerning assistance in emigration of Austrian Jews, assigning them to work,
and other questions. January 5, 1938-February 26, 1940. Folder begins at image 1041

388. Telegrams to branches in Zurich, Trieste, Kaunas, and Riga, concerning remittance of
funds for finance emigrants from Poland, obtainment visas for them, and other
questions. July 1-October 11, 1939. Folder begins at image 1706
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388. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

26. ESTONIA

389. Correspondence with branch Tallinn and Helsinki concerning allocation of funds for
finance emigrants, obtainment of entry visas, and other questions. August 2, 1938-May
28, 1940. Folder begins at image 225

27. YUGOSLAVIA

390. Correspondence with branches in Belgrade and Zagreb concerning emigrants’ status in
Yugoslavia, remittance of funds for finance of emigrants bound for Palestine, and other
questions. June 6, 1935-December 31, 1936. Folder begins at image 327

391. Correspondence with the branch in Zagreb concerning assistance to emigrants in
obtainment entry visas to Palestine and to the countries of America, concerning the
status of the Jews in Yugoslavia, and other questions. January 8, 1937-December 28,
1939. Folder begins at image 556

392. Correspondence with the branch in Zagreb concerning implementation of decrees
limiting entrance to German and Austrian emigrants by the government of Yugoslavia.
July 23-August 4, 1939. Folder begins at image 1289
393. Letters from the branch in Zagreb concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants bound for Palestine. January 3-30, 1940. Folder begins at image 1296

394. Information from the “Central Jewish Agency”, in Amsterdam, on the status of the Jews in Yugoslavia. October 1937. Folder begins at image 1307

28. BRANCHES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

395. Journals and reports from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), New York, 1933. May 23-November 21, 1933. Folder begins at image 1317


399. Minutes of a session from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), dedicated to elections of Administrative Board members. March 20, 1940. Folder begins at image 1697

400. Accounts of activity from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), in New York for 1937 (“Annual Message and Reports”). Folder begins at image 1702

401. Accounts of activity from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), in New York. 1938. Folder begins at image 1743

402. Account of activity from the Jewish Agricultural Society, in New York, in 1938. Folder begins at image 1778

403. Accounts of activity of the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), in 1939-1940. Folder begins at image 1797

404. Correspondence with Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants, operations on the current account, rendering financial accounts, and other questions. January 4, 1933-April 30, 193. Folder begins at image 1807
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404. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

405. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), and the Immigration Bank, in New York, concerning appointment of delegates for international conferences
on issues of immigration, allocation of additional funds, currency transactions, and other questions. January 1938-August 1939. Folder begins at image 228

406. Correspondence with Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning allocation of additional credits for emigration of German Jews, forwarding accounts, and other questions. January 11, 1934-March 29, 1935. Folder begins at image 711

407. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning the dates of conferences on issues of German Jewish emigration, forwarding of journals, approval of financial accounts, and other questions. December 27, 1934-November 20, 1936. Folder begins at image 1167

408. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), rendering annual reports, assistance to refugees in obtainment entry visas, and other questions; in appendix: account of activity from a branch in Harbin in the year 1934. 1934-December 29, 1936. Folder begins at image 1456

409. Correspondence with Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning the project of immigration of Polish Jews to Madagascar, French colony, concerning inspection trips of secretary Dizhur, to Poland, forward of accounts, and other questions. In this file there is the account of Society’s activity for the year 1936. January 1936-June 30, 1937. Folder begins at image 2042
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409. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

410. Correspondence with the American organization Refugee Economic Corporation, in New York, concerning the grant of $10,000.00, at the Society’s disposal, for finance of German Jewish emigration to South America. In appendix—the Society’s financial accounts for 1936-1937. December 10, 1936-February 9, 1938. Folder begins at image 265

411. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning allocation of credits for German Jews emigration, operations on the current account, and other questions. May 1, 1937-January 3, 1938. Folder begins at image 335

412. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning conditions of German Jews’ emigration to Canada, inspection trips of director Bernstein, to New York and Montreal, forward of accounts, and other questions. In this file is the Report from Cecilia Razovskaja-Davidson, chairwoman of a committee in Buenos Aires, on Jewish settlements in Brasilia and Argentina. July 1-December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 798

413. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning the project of Jewish settlements in the Philippines, obtainment of entry visas for Austrian Jews, and other questions. In this file there is the account of chairman Bernstein and his inspection trip to Switzerland. 1937-November 24, 1938. Folder begins at image 1296
414. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning intensification of immigration to Mexico, Paraguay and other countries in south and Central America. Also includes information on the Laws limiting immigration to the USA, September 1938-April 1939. Folder begins at image 1802
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414. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

415. Correspondence with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), concerning dissolution from the HICEM branches in Prague and Milan, concerning intensification of emigration to China, the voyage of the MS. St. Louis, the immigration of Jews to the Dominican Republic, and other questions. Text of Unger’s report on mass emigration of Jews from Bohemia and Moravia, May 3-September 25, 1939. Folder begins at image 212

416. Lists of the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), shareholders. 1939-1940. Folder begins at image 702

29. ARGENTINA

417. Accounts of activity and statistical reports of a branch in Buenos Aires for 1936-1938. Folder begins at image 726

418. Accounts of activity and statistical reports of a branch in Buenos Aires for 1938-1939. Folder begins at image 1332

419. Inspector Aronshtein’s reports on inspection of a Jewish settlement in Moisesvigue (?), Argentina. November 1939. Folder begins at image 1390

420. Copies of notifications from a branch in Buenos Aires, concerning dispatch by American Jews of food packages by “Torgsin” to their relatives in the USSR; registers of persons receiving the packages. July-December 1931. Folder begins at image 1410

421. Copies of notifications from a branch in Buenos Aires, concerning dispatch by American Jews of food packages by “Torgsin” to their relatives in the USSR; registers of persons receiving the packages. January-August 1932. Folder begins at image 1725
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422. Copies of a branch in Buenos Aires notifications concerning money orders sent by American Jews by “Torgsin” to their relatives in the USSR. 1932-1933. Folder begins at image 6

423. Letter from a society representative, in Buenos Aires, concerning conditions of immigration to the republic of Chile. September 21, 1936. Folder begins at image 213
424. Letters to branches in Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, and Bogota concerning dates of the emigrants leaving from Havre, Marseilles and other ports, and their arrival to America, lists of emigrants. October 1, 1937-June 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 251

425. Letters from the branch in Buenos Aires concerning the rendering of accounts of activity and statistical data on German Jews immigration to Argentina. Also includes minutes of this branch’s December session. October 7-December 20, 1938. Folder begins at image 1017

426. Correspondence with a branch in Buenos Aires concerning orders for privileged tickets for emigrants from Poland, operations on current account, forwarding of financial accounts, and other questions. July 25, 1929-December 29, 1936. Folder begins at image 1125

427. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in Buenos Aires, concerning creation of Jewish credit cooperative societies in Argentina, in this file there are accounts of activity for 1932-1933. January 27, 1931-November 26, 1933. Folder begins at image 1598

428. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning conditions of Polish Jews who immigrated to Argentina, concluding treaties with steamer companies who granted privileged tickets to emigrants, forward of accounts, and other questions, in appendix-account of activity from the branch in Buenos Aires for 1931. September 1, 1931-June 30, 1932. Folder begins at image 2083
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428. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

429. Correspondence with branches in Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro and Santiago, concerning conditions of German Jews who immigrated to Argentina and Brazil. April 14, 1932-June 16, 1933. Folder begins at image 463

430. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA) in Buenos Aires, concerning creation of a credit cooperative society for immigrants, dates of emigrants’ departure to Argentina, forward of annual reports, and other questions. January 4, 1935-December 18, 1936. Folder begins at image 716

431. Correspondence with branch, in Buenos Aires, concerning rendering of annual reports, fare to Argentina, rendering of material aid to immigrants, and other questions. January 23, 1935-December 30, 1935. Folder begins at image 1275

432. Correspondence with branch, in Buenos Aires, concerning assigning Jewish emigrants, who have agronomical education, to farm work in Argentina, forward of lists of emigrants, and other questions. January 3-August 28, 1936. Folder begins at image 2007
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432. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

433. Correspondence with representative Melebovskij concerning his inspection trip to Brazil, concerning conditions of immigration to Paraguay, grant lists of emigrants, and other questions. September 1-December 31, 1936. Folder begins at image 557

434. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning the activity of Jewish organizations in Argentina, assignment of work to emigrants, and other questions, lists of emigrants. January 13-March 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 1154

435. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning implementation of the decrees limiting immigration to Argentina and Brazil by the governments of these countries. January 20-December 23, 1937. Folder begins at image 1659

436. Correspondence with a branch in Buenos Aires concerning rules of legalization of emigrants’ passports, finance emigrants bound from Romania to Argentina, and other questions, lists of emigrants. March 21-June 30, 1937. Folder begins at image 2005
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436. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

437. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning obtainment emigrants’ entry visas to Argentina, dates of their departure, forward of journals, and other Questions. In this file there are Journals from the directors’ sessions. July 1-September 30, 1937. Folder begins at image 368

438. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning dates of emigrants’ arrival to Argentina, lists of emigrants. July 6, 1937-August 4, 1939. Folder begins at image 932

439. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning assigning of emigrants to textile enterprises in Argentina, obtainment of entry visas for emigrants from Germany, forward of financial accounts, and other questions, in appendix- account of Montevideo branch activity for the year 1937. October 1-October 28, 1937. Folder begins at image 1156

440. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning implementation of the decrees limiting immigration to Argentina by the government of this country, obtainment entry visas and passenger tickets for emigrants from Poland, and other questions, lists of emigrants. January 1-May 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 1671
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440. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

441. Correspondence with branch in Buenos Aires concerning implementation of the decrees limiting immigration to Argentina by the government of this country, money collection
for emigration from Austria by the Jewish community in Montevideo, assistance in work assignment, and other questions. May-October 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 199

442. Correspondence with emigrant Shenvelder concerning implementation of the decrees limiting immigration to Argentina by the government of that country and concerning the legal status of immigrants. August 8-September 9, 1938. Folder begins at image 771

443. Correspondence with representative, Melibovskij, concerning conditions of German Jews' immigration to Uruguay and Paraguay, transit emigrants' status, forward of accounts, and other questions. October 1-December 30, 1938. Folder begins at image 779

444. Correspondence with representative, Melibovskij, concerning legalization of transit emigrants' status, checking up their visas, cooperation with Jewish committees of South America, and other questions. February 1-March 29, 1939. Folder begins at image 1499

445. Correspondence with representative in Buenos Aires, Melibovskij, concerning the establishment of subcommittees in Mendoza, San Juan and Cordoba, concerning conditions of immigration to Chile and Uruguay, and other questions. April 5-June 30, 1939. Folder begins at image 2085
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445. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

446. Correspondence with a branch in Buenos Aires concerning implementation of the decrees limiting immigration to Argentina, Chile and Paraguay, obtainment of entry visas, and other questions. July 1-December 1, 1939. Folder begins at image 625

447. Colonization Association (ICA, IKA) essay concerning Jewish settlements in Argentina, statistical data on agricultural cooperative societies, sports, Zionist, philanthropic and other organizations in 1938. Folder begins at image 1352

30. BOLIVIA

448. Correspondence with a branch in La Paz concerning implementation of the decrees limiting immigration to Bolivia, obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas, and other questions. 1937-November 9, 1939. Folder begins at image 1464
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449. Correspondence with a branch in La Paz concerning remittance of funds for distribution of grants to emigrants from Germany and Austria. November 30, 1938-April 12, 1940. Folder begins at image 6

450. Correspondence with a branch in La Paz concerning the project of Jewish settlements in Bolivia, in appendix are budgets for this project. October 28, 1939-April 24, 1940. Folder begins at image 159
31. BRAZIL

451. Articles from the Viscosa Higher Agronomical School, Brazil. Information in Spanish. 1933. Folder begins at image 196

452. Articles from Jewish Credit Cooperative Societies in Rio de Janeiro and San Pablo, in Spanish. 1939-1940. Folder begins at image 222

453. Account of activity from a branch in Rio de Janeiro in 1936, correspondence with branch concerning conditions of immigration to Brazil, dates of groups of emigrants’ arrival, provision of credits, and other questions. January 10-December 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 260

454. Account of activity from a branch in Rio de Janeiro in 1936. Folder begins at image 1039

455. Account of activity and financial accounts from Rio de Janeiro branch. 1936-1937. Folder begins at image 1098


457. Accounts of activity from Rio de Janeiro branch. March 1938. Folder begins at image 1423


459. Accounts of activity from Rio de Janeiro branch. September-October 1938. Folder begins at image 1490

460. Accounts of activity from Rio de Janeiro branch. 1938. Folder begins at image 1510

461. Account of activity and finances from Rio de Janeiro branch in 1939. Folder begins at image 1532

462. Copies from the branch in Rio de Janeiro concerning notifications concerning money orders sent by American Jews to their relatives from the USSR. May-June 1936. Folder begins at image 1574

463. Information from the committee on Conditions of Emigration to Brazil. Also discussed, the status of Jews in this country. 1938-1939. Folder begins at image 1587

464. Information on obtainment of entry visas to Brazil, Venezuela and Haiti. February 23, 1940. Folder begins at image 1635

465. Correspondence with the "Jewish Colonization Association" in Quatro Irmãos, Brazil, about sending the annual reports of the committee. 1928. Folder begins at image 1647
466. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch concerning sale of passenger tickets to emigrants from Poland, remittance of funds from Brazil to Poland, and other questions. January 4-December 29, 1933. Folder begins at image 1654

467. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch concerning obtainment of entry visas for German Jews, conditions in Bolivia, assigning emigrant-doctors to work, and other questions. January 11-December 22, 1933. Folder begins at image 1765
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468. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch and Ezra Committee in San Pablo, concerning prospects of emigration to Brazil, allocation of credits for emigrants from Czechoslovakia, lists of immigrants, information on Brazilian Laws on immigration to this country January 5-December 26, 1934. Folder begins at image 6

469. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch concerning allocation of credits to a branch in San Pablo, assigning emigrant-professors to work at the Higher technical school in Ecuador, obtainment of entry visas, and other questions. January 3-July 19, 1935. Folder begins at image 555

470. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch concerning the granting of passenger tickets to groups of emigrants from Poland bound for Brazil. September 5, 1936-May 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 939

471. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch concerning allocation of credits for finance emigrants, forward of lists of emigrants, grant of privileged tickets, and other questions. Report from Society representative Lejchik on problems of immigration to Brazil and on the political situation in this country. January 5-December 13, 1937. Folder begins at image 992

472. Correspondence with Rio de Janeiro branch concerning implementation of decrees limiting immigration to Brazil, dates of German Jews’ departure for Brazil, forward of lists of emigrants, and other questions. September 1, 1937-January 21, 1938. Folder begins at image 1706

473. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in Rio de Janeiro, concerning the project of Jewish settlements in Brazil, conditions in this country, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. January 4-December 23, 1938. Folder begins at image 1884
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473. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

32. VENEZUELA

474. Correspondence with representative in Caracas concerning conditions of German Jews that immigrated to Venezuela. May 1-July 3, 1936. Folder begins at image 344
Correspondence with a branch in Caracas concerning legalization of its Articles, remittance of funds, rates of foreign currency, and other questions. February 26, 1937-July 25, 1939. Folder begins at image 353

33. HAITI

33. HAITI

Correspondence with the Republic of Haiti President Stenio, concerning issue of certificates of registration, in this republic, to emigrants. September 2-15, 1938. Folder begins at image 398

34. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Letters from German Jews who emigrated to the Dominican Republic, concerning their status and the economic conditions in San Domingo. May 24, 1937-June 7, 1939. Folder begins at image 407


34. CANADA

Journals from a branch in Montreal, correspondence concerning conditions in Canada, trip of Chairman Bernstein to Montreal, and other questions. March 4, 1937-December 7, 1938. 444 pp. Folder begins at image 475

Accounts from Montreal branch concerning activity in 1935-1939. Folder begins at image 952

Accounts from Montreal branch concerning activity in 1935-1939. Folder begins at image 1112

Correspondence with the branch in Montreal concerning conditions in Canada, Production of statistical data on emigrants, and other questions. February 8, 1931-December 29, 1933. Folder begins at image 1116

Correspondence with the branch in Montreal concerning conditions of immigration to Canada, approval of financial accounts, forward of journals, and other questions. in this file there are journals from the branch in Montreal. January 8, 1935-December 28, 1936. Folder begins at image 1573

Correspondence with the branch in Montreal concerning allocation of credits to finance emigrants from Poland and Lithuania, operations on the current account, and other questions. June 25, 1935-February 26, 1939. Folder begins at image 2118

Reel 514
485. Correspondence with the secretary of the Canadian Jewish Congress, in Montreal, concerning convocation of a Jewish congress in Toronto. December 17-28, 1936. Folder begins at image 6

35. COLOMBIA

486. Journals and accounts of activity from the Committees of Assistance to Emigrants, in Bogota and Kali (Colombia), and Quito (Ecuador), statistical data on the number of emigrants from Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and other countries November 1, 1936-February 4, 1940. Folder begins at image 31

487. Accounts from branches in Bogota and Montevideo, information on increase of immigration to Chile and Colombia, in 1937-1938. Folder begins at image 595

488. Correspondence with the Bogota branch, concerning prospects for German Jews’ emigration to Colombia, Ecuador and other countries of South America. Also includes doctors-emigrants work assignments, and other questions. December 3, 1935-December 30, 1936. Folder begins at image 694

489. Correspondence with branches in Bogota and La Paz concerning conditions of immigration to Colombia and Bolivia, assistance in assigning emigrants to work, forward of lists of emigrants, and other questions. January 27-December 31, 1937. Folder begins at image 1349

490. Correspondence with the branch in Bogota concerning conditions of immigration to Colombia, distribution of grants to emigrants, and other questions. January 1-June 23, 1938. Folder begins at image 1915
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490. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

491. Correspondence with branches in Bogota and Kali (Colombia) concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants from Germany, distribution of grants, and other questions. July 1-December 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 496

492. Correspondence with branches in Bogota and Baranville concerning implementation of decrees limiting immigration to Colombia, setting up of camps for transit emigrants in England, assigning doctors-emigrants to work, and other questions. January 2-August 7, 1939. Folder begins at image 1159

36. CUBA

493. Account from branch in Cuba. January-June 1937. Folder begins at image 2041

37. MEXICO

495. Account of Mexican branch activity. January-April 1940. Folder begins at image 2064

496. Correspondence with the branch in Mexico concerning forward of checks for the distribution of cash benefits to emigrants, financial accounts, and other questions. August 26, 1936-January 25, 1940. Folder begins at image 2073

38. PANAMA

497. Accounts of activity and finances from a branch in Colon (Panama). December 9, 1938-January 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 2101
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498. Account from the branch in Colon, in Yiddish. 1938-February 27, 1939. Folder begins at image 6

499. Correspondence with the branch in Colon concerning conditions of immigration to the Republic of Panama, remittance of funds for the finance of emigrants, and other questions. May 4, 1937-April 11, 1940. Folder begins at image 54

39. PARAGUAY

500. Account of a branch in Asunción in 1938. Folder begins at image 147

501. Letters from a Society representatives concerning conditions of immigration to Paraguay, Uruguay, Ecuador, and other countries of South America. November 28, 1934-August 16, 1935. Folder begins at image 154

502. Correspondence with branches in Asunción (Paraguay) and Buenos Aires (Argentina) concerning prospects for German Jews’ emigration to Paraguay, Panama and Peru. Includes dates of emigrants’ departure for Paraguay, and other Questions. Also, in this file are copies of the Asunción journals. April 4, 1934-January 19, 1936. Folder begins at image 201

40. PERU

503. Accounts of activity and financial accounts from branches in Peru, Paraguay, Ecuador, and other countries of South America. August 1938-February 2, 1940. Folder begins at image 518

504. Correspondence with a branch in Lima (Peru) concerning remittance of funds for the finance of transit emigrants, operations on current accounts, and other questions. November 20, 1935-February 21, 1940. Folder begins at image 727
41. TRINIDAD

505. Letters and information from German Jews, who immigrated to Trinidad, on climatic conditions, and on emigrants' status in this country. November 1937-March 1939. Folder begins at image 870

506. Correspondence with a branch in Port of Spain concerning the status of Austrian emigrants on Trinidad. December 7, 1938-March 16, 1939. Folder begins at image 900

42. URUGUAY

507. Accounts of a branch in Montevideo in 1935-1940 and statistical data on increase of immigration to Uruguay. May 1935-February 1940. Folder begins at image 956

508. Accounts of activity and finances from branches in Montevideo (Uruguay) and Bogota (Colombia) in 1938-1939. Folder begins at image 1223

509. Correspondence with the representative in Buenos Aires, Meliboskij, concerning the establishment of a branch in Montevideo (Uruguay), information on the Uruguayan government decrees limiting immigration to this country, and lists of emigrants bound for Paraguay. February 2, 1934-December 23, 1935. Folder begins at image 1244

510. Correspondence with the branch in Montevideo concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, approval of financial accounts, dates of emigrants' departure for America, and other questions. June 1934-December 31, 1936. Folder begins at image 1768
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510. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

511. Correspondence with the branch in Montevideo concerning set up of a branch in Guayaquil, dates of emigrants' arrival from Germany and Poland, and other questions. January 1-December 30, 1937. Folder begins at image 289

512. Correspondence with branches in Montevideo, Bogota, and Quito’s representatives concerning conditions of immigration to South America, the search for additional funds for finance of emigrants, and other questions. January 22-October 13, 1937. Folder begins at image 968

513. Correspondence with branches in Montevideo and Caracas concerning conditions of immigration to Paraguay and Venezuela, obtainment of emigrants’ entry permits, and other questions. Also includes articles from the branch in Montevideo. January 5-December 31, 1938. Folder begins at image 1355

514. Correspondence with the branch in Montevideo concerning conditions of German Jews' immigration to Uruguay and Paraguay. April 28, 1938-March 8, 1940. Folder begins at image 1985
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43. CHILE

515. Accounts from a branch in Santiago in 1935-1939. Folder begins at image 6

516. Correspondence with the branch in Santiago concerning conditions of immigration to the Republic of Chile, business competition in passenger tickets trade between the branch in Warsaw and the Emigration Syndicate of Poland, and other questions. Most of the documents are in Spanish and Yiddish. December 12, 1931-January 2, 1934. Folder begins at image 120

517. Correspondence with the branch in Santiago concerning conditions of immigration to the Republic of Chile, assigning Polish Jews work, and other questions. January 1, 1935-December 31, 1936. Folder begins at image 474

518. Correspondence with the branch in Santiago concerning conditions of immigration to Chile, the necessity of investigation of emigrants’ passports, and other questions. Also includes report from Society representative Drankin on immigration of German Jews to Chile. January 22-December 24, 1937. Folder begins at image 955

519. Correspondence with the branch in Santiago concerning obtainment of entry visas for Polish Jews bound for Chile, assistance in assigning work, forward of accounts, and other questions. January 1938-March 27, 1939. Folder begins at image 1507
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520. Correspondence with branches in Santiago and Zurich, concerning the project of Jewish settlements in Chile, Paraguay, Ecuador, and other countries of South America. In appendix-projects made up by the Society representatives. March 10, 1938-November 3, 1939. Folder begins at image 6

521. Correspondence with the branch in Santiago concerning cooperation of Jewish Organizations, with the HICEM society, concerning the project of Jewish settlements in Chile, and other questions. Also includes lists of emigrants. April 1-December 31, 1939. Folder begins at image 409

44. ECUADOR

522. Correspondence with a branch in Guayaquil concerning conditions of German Jewish emigrants in Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and Guiana, concerning forward of financial accounts and other questions. In appendix-extracts from the decrees of the Ecuadorian and Paraguayan governments limiting immigration to this countries January 1, 1936-December 17, 1937. Folder begins at image 1119

BRANCHES IN THE COUNTRIES OF ASIA
45. CHINA

523. Account of activity of the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) in Shanghai, correspondence with Barbash firm in Shanghai, concerning the status of emigrants in this city, and the rendering of material aid. 1934-December 26, 1938. Folder begins at image 1529

524. Accounts of activities from a branch in Shanghai in 1939 and statistical data on immigration to Shanghai in 1940. 1939-April 22, 1940. Folder begins at image 1561

525. Letters to branches in Shanghai, Lisbon, and Zurich, concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, and lists of emigrants. October 31-December 24, 1938. Folder begins at image 1599
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525. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

526. Correspondence with the branch in Shanghai concerning remittance of funds for distribution of grants to emigrants from Austria and lists of emigrants. October 22, 1938-May 20, 1940. Folder begins at image 232

527. Correspondence with the branch in Shanghai concerning the crediting of money to German Jewish emigrants. September 4, 1939-March 4, 1940. Folder begins at image 525

46. MANCHURIA

528. Accounts from a branch in Harbin. January 1936-January 1940. Folder begins at image 549

529. Correspondence with the branch in Harbin concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants bound for Shanghai. January 5, 1933-August 11, 1939. Folder begins at image 616

530. Correspondence with the branch in Harbin concerning conditions of immigration to China, New Zealand and Chile, assignment of emigrant doctors to work, the rendering of financial accounts, and other questions. January 3, 1934-December 27, 1935. Folder begins at image 1175

531. Emigrant doctors’ letters concerning immigration conditions in Harbin. April 26-May 2, 1935. Folder begins at image 1680

532. Correspondence with the branch in Harbin concerning obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas to the USA, assignment of emigrant musicians to work in orchestras of Shanghai, and other questions. January 8-December 22, 1936. Folder begins at image 1689
533. Correspondence with the branch in Harbin, concerning conditions of German Jews’ immigration to the Philippines, assistance in assigning work, forward of financial accounts, and other questions. January 4-December 11, 1937. Folder begins at image 1896
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534. Correspondence with the branch in Harbin concerning increase in immigration to Shanghai, obtainment of emigrants’ transit and entry visas to Manchuria, assistance in assigning work, and other questions. January 7-December 28, 1938. Folder begins at image 6

535. Correspondence with branches in Harbin, Shanghai, and Bombay concerning conditions of German Jews’ immigration to Manchuria, North China, and India. also includes forward of lists of emigrants, rates of foreign currency, and other questions. January 1-July 31, 1939. Folder begins at image 591

536. Articles of Association of the Palestine Jewish Colonization Association (Edmond de Rothschild Foundation). Folder begins at image 1110

47. PALESTINE

537. Articles from the Zionist organization Emergency Funds for Palestine Association (EMICA). July 28, 1933. Folder begins at image 1146

538. Circulars from the Zionist party Poale-Zion, in Tel Aviv. Information in Yiddish January 7-July 9, 1937. Folder begins at image 1182

539. Account from the Zionist organization Society of the Settled Jews from Germany (Hitahdut), in Tel Aviv. July 1933. Folder begins at image 1370

540. Accounts from the Palestinian Colonization Association, in the name of Edmond Rothschild, activity for 1936-1939, and list of Jewish settlements in Palestine 1936-1939. Folder begins at image 1379

541. Account from the Keren Hayesod trust and activity in Jerusalem in 1939. Folder begins at image 1416

542. Information on the Palestinian government decrees limiting immigration in 1935. Folder begins at image 1422

543. Correspondence with a Jewish Agency in Jerusalem concerning operations on the current account, grant of benefits to emigrants, and other questions. Also included are lists of emigrants who settled in Palestine. November 30, 1934-February 9, 1940. Folder begins at image 1430

544. Correspondence with the Jewish Agency of Palestine, in Jerusalem, concerning conditions of German Jews’ immigration, conclusion of a treaty of emigrants’
transportation with the Agency, forward of lists of emigrants, and other questions. In this file there is information on rules of obtainment certificates for entrance to Palestine. February 25-December 31, 1935. Folder begins at image 1455

545. Correspondence with the Palestinian Agency, in Paris, concerning forward of lists of emigrants bound for Haifa, obtainment of their privileged tickets, and other questions. Also includes lists of emigrants. January 9-September 23, 1936. Folder begins at image 1566

546. Correspondence with the Palestinian Agency, in Paris, concerning distribution of passenger tickets for emigrants bound for Haifa. Also includes lists of emigrants. January 16, 1936-February 16, 1940. Folder begins at image 1594

547. Article from Belgian journalist Ladonde, concerning the activity of Zionist organizations in Palestine. June 15, 1936. Folder begins at image 1895

548. Essay from doctor Brichga-Schimmer concerning the retraining of German Jewish emigrants and recruiting them to work for Palestinian enterprises, in 1936. Folder begins at image 1909

549. Essay from Doctor Pinner, Jewish Agency of Palestine representative, concerning German Jews settling in Palestine, in 1938. Folder begins at image 2033

48. SYRIA

550. Correspondence with the Alliance Israélite Universelle organization representative, Sidi, concerning the project of Jewish settlements in Lebanon and Syria. December 14, 1934-June 12, 1935. Folder begins at image 2165
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551. Correspondence with the Alliance Israélite Universelle organization, in Beirut, concerning material aid to transit emigrants from Czechoslovakia, obtainment of their permits to stay in Syria, and other questions. Also includes information on the status of transit emigrants. February 21, 1939-January 31, 1940. Folder begins at image 6

552. Photographs of the Jewish transit emigrants staying in Beirut, from December 1939. Folder begins at image 142

BRANCHES IN AFRICA

49. EGYPT

553. Correspondence with the Association of Help to the Victims of anti-Semitism, in Alexandria, concerning assignment of emigrant engineers to work at Egyptian enterprises. January 8-December 19, 1935. Folder begins at image 155
554. Correspondence with a branch in Alexandria concerning obtainment of entry visas to Argentina, for emigrants from Romania. Also, conditions of immigration to Egypt, and other questions. January 12, 1938-July 4, 1939. Folder begins at image 169

50. SOUTH AFRICAN UNION

555. Letters from Society representatives concerning conditions of immigration to Johannesburg (South Africa). October 24, 1934-April 14, 1935. Folder begins at image 187

556. Correspondence with the South African Fund for German Jews organization, in Johannesburg, concerning conditions of immigration to South Africa, remittance of funds for finance emigrants, and other questions. October 22, 1936-August 25, 1939. Folder begins at image 217

557. Correspondence with branches in Johannesburg and Capetown concerning conditions of immigration to Batavia and Liberia, assigning skilled workers, emigrants from Germany and Austria, to enterprises of South Africa, and other questions. May 17, 1937-January 24, 1940. Folder begins at image 238

BRANCHES IN AUSTRALIA

558. Correspondence with the Fund of Help to Polish Jews organization, in Melbourne, concerning the project of Jewish settlements in New Zealand. April 23, 1938-June 27, 1939. Folder begins at image 490

559. Correspondence with the Fund of Help to Polish Jews organization, in Melbourne, concerning the finance of Polish Jewish emigration to Australia. August 16, 1938- June 5, 1939. Folder begins at image 499

560. Letters to branches in Sydney (Australia), New York, Buenos Aires, etc, concerning emigrants’ departure for Australia and America, lists of emigrants. October 3, 1938-July 18, 1939. Folder begins at image 515

II. FINANCE DEPARTMENT

1. Budget estimates and financial accounts, from the HICEM Society

561. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in the year 1930. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 1123

562. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1931. 42 pp. Folder begins at image 1141

563. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1932. 88 pp. Folder begins at image 1186

564. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1933. 17 pp. Folder begins at image 1279
565. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1937 and 1938. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1299

566. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1939. 33 pp. Folder begins at image 1318

567. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1939 and 1940. 77 pp. Folder begins at image 1354

568. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1940. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 1434

569. Budget estimates, from the HICEM Society, in 1940. 42 pp. Folder begins at image 1457

570. Balance-sheets, from the HICEM Society, in 1939. 80 pp. Folder begins at image 1502

571. Balance-sheets, from the HICEM Society, in 1939. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1629

572. Financial reports of the committee for 1928-1929. Folder begins at image 1649

573. Financial accounts, from the HICEM Society, in 1931-1935. 28 pp. Folder begins at image 1707

574. Financial accounts of the credits allocated by the HICEM Society to Jewish organizations in Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay May 14, 1936-December 31, 1939. 12 pp. Folder begins at image 1740

575. Financial accounts and statistical reports, from the HICEM Society, and lists of the emigrants who have received cash benefits. September 1-December 31, 1938. 70 pp. Folder begins at image 1755

576. Financial accounts, from the HICEM Society, and budget estimates in 1938-1939. 115 pp. Folder begins at image 1829
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577. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

578. Financial accounts, from the HICEM Society, for 1938, 1939 and budget estimates for 1940. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 345

579. Financial accounts and statistical reports of the HICEM Society and lists of the emigrants who have received cash benefits. January 1-April 30, 1939. 113 pp. Folder begins at image 365

581. Financial Account, from the HICEM Society, in June 1939. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 585

582. Financial accounts of the HICEM Society in 1939. 41 pp. Folder begins at image 595

583. Financial Account, from the HICEM Society, for 1939 and budget estimates for 1940. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 646

584. Financial Account, from the HICEM Society, for January-April, 1940 and budget estimates for 1940. 54 pp. Folder begins at image 669

585. Expense rolls, from the HICEM Society. July-December, 1939. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 726

586. Expense rolls, from the HICEM Society, and lists from the emigrants who have Received grants. October 1939. 26 pp. Folder begins at image 743

587. Expense rolls, from the HICEM Society, and lists from emigrants who have received grants. November-December, 1939. 233 pp. Folder begins at image 773

588. Inspector Josoline’s report on the results of inspection of the HICEM Society’s cash July 1, 1938. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 1011

589. Inspector Josoline’s report on the results of inspection of the HICEM Society’s cash and the project of budget estimates in 1940. November 6, 1939-1940. 50 pp. Folder begins at image 1021

590. Correspondence with the office accountant concerning discharge of income taxes. In appendix-personnel arrangements for the HICEM Central bureau in Paris February 26, 1928-February 2, 1937. 42 pp. Folder begins at image 1076

591. Correspondence with inspector Josoline concerning the results of inspection of the HICEM Society’s cash-books. June 7, 1929-July 20, 1930. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 1124

BRANCHES IN EUROPE

2. Branches’ financial accounts and correspondences concerning financial questions.

1. ENGLAND

592. Financial Account from the Central British Fund for German Jews organization, in London. March 1-June 20, 1934. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1138
593. Budget estimates from the Council on Affairs of German Jews organization, in London. 1939. 1 p. Folder begins at image 1145


2. BELGIUM

594a. Financial reports of the branch in Antwerp for 1929-1939. Folder begins at image 1623

595. Financial accounts from the branch in Antwerp in 1929-1939. 202 pp. Folder begins at image 1828

596. Financial accounts and statistical reports from the branch in Brussels. November 15, 1939-April 30, 1940. 9 pp. Folder begins at image 1846

597. Correspondence with the branch in Antwerp concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, dates of their departure for America, operations on the current account, and other questions. May 4, 1936-June 30, 1937. 621 pp. Folder begins at image 1881
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597. (continued) Folder begins at image 6

598. Letter to the branch in Brussels concerning remittance of funds and the giving of passenger tickets to emigrants bound for America. September 1, 1937-March 29, 1939. 431 pp. Folder begins at image 276

599. Correspondence with branches in Brussels, Warsaw, Zagreb concerning allocation of credits for distribution of grants to emigrants, the giving of passenger tickets, and other questions. November 1937-April 1, 1938. 415 pp. Folder begins at image 710

600. Telegrams to branches in Antwerp, Barcelona, Marseille, Prague concerning the remittance of funds for emigrants, the sale of passenger tickets, and other questions January 3-September 20, 1938. 757 pp. Folder begins at image 1130

601. Correspondence with the Committee to Help the Victims of anti-Semitism, in Brussels, concerning credit operations and operations on the current account. In appendix-financial account. December 7, 1938-April 27, 1939. 28 pp. Folder begins at image 1890

3. GERMANY

602. Financial accounts and statistical reports, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. Also includes lists of emigrants from Germany. 1935-1937. 493 pp. Folder begins at image 1921
602. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

603. Financial accounts, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin and Statistical data on emigrants bound for Palestine and America. January-December 1937. 555 pp. Folder begins at image 205


605. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. January-December 1938. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 784

606. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. February 1938. 31 pp. Folder begins at image 794

607. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. March 1938. 40 pp. Folder begins at image 848

608. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. August 1938. 86 pp. Folder begins at image 916

609. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. September 1938. 68 pp. Folder begins at image 1005 (no target sheet)

610. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. October 1938. 88 pp. Folder begins at image 1075

611. Financial account, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin. November 1938. 46 pp. Folder begins at image 1166


613. Letters, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin concerning distribution of grants to emigrants, receipt of money orders, and other questions. March 3, 1938 -August 29, 1939. 321 pp. Folder begins at image 1341

614. Letters, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound to Norway, Palestine, America and China. August 16, 1938-April 6, 1939. 228 pp. Folder begins at image 1670
615. Letters to branches in Berlin, Prague, Luxemburg, Shanghai concerning the forward of checks for the finance of emigrants. December 27, 1938-February 6, 1939. 946 pp. Folder begins at image 1901
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615. (continued)


617. Letters to branches in Berlin, Warsaw, Marseille concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants from Germany and Austria. March 15-April 20, 1939. 920 pp. Folder begins at image 1730
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617. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

618. Letters to branches in Berlin, Marseille, Milan concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants bound for China and America. April 21-May 12, 1939. 755 pp. Folder begins at image 432

619. Letters to branches in Berlin, Danzig, Amsterdam concerning forward of checks for the finance of emigrants. July 5-July 26, 1939. 758 pp. Folder begins at image 1190
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620. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

621. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) in Berlin concerning remittance of funds for the finance of emigrants, granting passenger tickets, and other questions. January 12, 1928-July 30, 1937. 787 pp. Folder begins at image 455

622. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Shanghai and transport companies concerning payments for granting passenger tickets to emigrants, and lists of emigrants. November 3, 1938-March 9, 1939. 503 pp. Folder begins at image 1252

623. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, concerning remittance of funds for finance of the emigrants bound for Shanghai. January 13-August 17, 1939. 329 pp. Folder begins at image 1764
624. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, concerning distribution of monetary grants to the emigrants bound for Shanghai. February 17-March 29, 1939. 426 pp. Folder begins at image 6

625. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound for Shanghai. May 9-September 2, 1939. 409 pp. Folder begins at image 436

4. THE NETHERLANDS

626. Financial accounts from branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, Brussels, and current Extracts. 1936-1937. 482 pp. Folder begins at image 848

627. Financial accounts from the branch in Amsterdam. January-December, 1938. 78 pp. Folder begins at image 1393


629. Financial accounts from the branch in Amsterdam. September-November, 1939. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 1900

630. Financial accounts from the branch in Amsterdam. January-February, 1940. 27 pp. Folder begins at image 1906

631. Letters from branches in Amsterdam, Riga, Trieste concerning fares to South, North and Central America. In appendix are tariffs and booklets of steamer companies and carrier agents. October 7-April 12, 1938. 382 pp. Folder begins at image 1936

(continued) Folder begins at image 7

632. Letters from the branch in Amsterdam concerning operations on the current account August 1-December 30, 1938. 211 pp. Folder begins at image 294

633. Letters to the branch in Amsterdam concerning credit operations and operations on the current account, granting passenger tickets to emigrants bound for South America, and other questions. August 1-December 30, 1938. 267 pp. Folder begins at image 510

634. Letters from the branch in Amsterdam concerning the forward of obligations for those who have received cash benefits. Also included are operations from the current account. January 1-August 3, 1939. 436 pp. Folder begins at image 781
635. Letters to branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, Berlin concerning the forward of checks for finance of emigrants, operations on the current account, and other questions. May 15-June 9, 1939. 748 pp. Folder begins at image 1222
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637. Letters to branches in Amsterdam, Kaunas, Brussels concerning forward of checks for distribution of grants to emigrants, operations on the current account, and other questions. August 22, 1939-January 2, 1940. 893 pp. Folder begins at image 6

638. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Durazzo, concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants, operations on the current account, and other questions. February 1, 1935-February 29, 1940. 285 pp. Folder begins at image 919

639. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam and Rotterdam concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants and granting passenger tickets for movement to Colombia, Paraguay, and other countries. December 1, 1936-March 31, 1937. 561 pp. Folder begins at image 1215

640. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Danzig, Kaunas concerning remittance of funds for distribution of benefits to emigrants, granting privileged tickets, operations on the current account, and other questions. October 15, 1937- July 14, 1938. 353 pp. Folder begins at image 1779

641. Correspondence with Amsterdam representative Berr concerning operations on the current account. March 26, 1937-February 20, 1939. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 2137
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642. Correspondence with the branch in Amsterdam concerning remittance of funds for Finance of emigrants and operations on the current account. September 2, 1937-August 3, 1938. 666 pp. Folder begins at image 6

643. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, and Danzig concerning distribution of grants to the emigrants bound for the countries of America, receipts and obligations of those who have received grants. May 3-July 23, 1938. 233 pp. Folder begins at image 664

644. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, and Warsaw concerning distribution of grants to emigrants bound for USA and the countries of South America. Also included are emigrants’ receipts and obligations. April-May, 1938 257 pp. Folder begins at image 908
Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, and Warsaw concerning remittance of funds, operations on the current account, and other questions. Also included are receipts and obligations of those who have received grants. June-September, 1938. 324 pp. Folder begins at image 1181

5. CITY OF DANZIG

646. Budget estimates, from the branch in Danzig, for January 1938. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 1514

647. Financial accounts, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Danzig April 1927-June 30, 1939. 84 pp. Folder begins at image 1532

648. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for September-October, 1937. 50 pp. Folder begins at image 1786

649. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for November-December, 1937. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 1880

650. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for November 1937-January 1938. 61 pp. Folder begins at image 1903

651. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for January 1938. 13 pp. Folder begins at image 2007

652. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for April 1938. 31 pp. Folder begins at image 2038

653. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for May 1938. 29 pp. Folder begins at image 2097

654. Financial accounts from the branch in Danzig, for June 1938. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 2150
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655. Budget estimates from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), branch in Danzig, for 1937. 18 pp. Folder begins at image 6

656. Financial accounts from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), branch in Danzig, for 1936. 30 pp. Folder begins at image 27

657. Financial accounts from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), branch in Danzig, for 1937. 58 pp. Folder begins at image 69

658. Financial accounts from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), branch in Danzig, for 1938. 114 pp. Folder begins at image 170
659. Letters, from the branch in Danzig, concerning receipt of money orders for distribution of grants to emigrants, rendering of financial accounts and emigrants’ obligations. January 2, 1935-April 6, 1939. 348 pp. Folder begins at image 364


661. Correspondence with the branch in Danzig concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants. June 28, 1936-March 28, 1939. 152 pp. Folder begins at image 1196

662. Letters to branches in Danzig, Lisbon, Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for distribution of benefits to emigrants, operations on the current account, and other questions. January 3-April 26, 1938. 834 pp. Folder begins at image 1351
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663. Correspondence with branches in Danzig, Zagreb concerning distribution of benefits to emigrants, emigrants’ receipts and obligations. August 9-September 15, 1938. 503 pp. Folder begins at image 5

664. Letters to the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews) in Danzig, concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants. April 1-August 25, 1939. 144 pp. Folder begins at image 519

6. ITALY

665. Correspondence with branches in Milan, Trieste, Amsterdam concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, granting of passenger tickets, and other questions. August 1938-January 1939. 532 pp. Folder begins at image 666

666. Correspondence with branches in Milan, Berlin, London and transport companies concerning payments for granting passenger tickets to emigrants bound for South America. October 31, 1938-April 17, 1939. 582 pp. Folder begins at image 1186

7. LATVIA

667. Financial accounts from the branch in Riga, for 1927-1940. 215 pp. Folder begins at image 1761

8. LITHUANIA

668. Financial accounts from the branch in Kaunas, for 1927-1939. 158 pp. Folder begins at image 2012
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9. LUXEMBURG

10. POLAND

670. Financial accounts from the branch in Warsaw, for 1927-1936. 291 pp. Folder begins at image 614

671. Financial accounts from the branch in Warsaw, for 1935 and budget estimates for 1936. 30 pp. Folder begins at image 943

672. Financial accounts from the branch in Warsaw, for 1937. 43pp. Folder begins at image 979

673. Financial accounts from the branch in Warsaw, for 1938. 32 pp. Folder begins at image 1039

674. Budget estimates, from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) branch in Warsaw, for 1936. Folder begins at image 1081

675. Financial accounts, from the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) branch in Warsaw, for 1937. 57 pp. Folder begins at image 1148

676. Letters to the branch in Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for distribution of grants to emigrants bound for America. March 5, 1935-July 30, 1937. 695 pp. Folder begins at image 1238

677. Letters to the branch in Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, lists of the emigrants from Warsaw. February 27, 1938-March 31, 1939. 768 pp. Folder begins at image 1936
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677. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

678. Letters, from the branch in Warsaw, concerning receipt of checks from the Society, distribution of cash benefits to emigrants, and other questions. Folder begins at image 478

679. Letters to branches in Warsaw, Danzig, Shanghai concerning forward of checks for distribution of benefits to emigrants and operations on the current account. June 12-July 5, 1939. 443 pp. Folder begins at image 990

680. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for Finance of emigrants from Poland. January 3, 1935-May 28, 1937. 620 pp. Folder begins at image 1436
681. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound for Argentina and lists of emigrants. May 24, 1935-April 29, 1936. 670 pp. Folder begins at image 2071
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681. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

682. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning the sale of passenger tickets to groups of emigrants bound for Argentina. May 5, 1936-June 18, 1937. 719 pp. Folder begins at image 483

683. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants and most of the letters is in Yiddish. July 1, 1937-August 1, 1938. 618 pp. Folder begins at image 1206

684. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw and Danzig concerning remittance of funds for Polish Jews’ emigration, the sale of privileged tickets, and other questions. June 3, 1937-June 16, 1939. 243 pp. Folder begins at image 1826

685. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Danzig, Amsterdam concerning operations on the current account, forward of obligations of emigrants who have received cash benefits from the Society. In appendix-emigrants’ obligations. August 19, 1938-January 16, 1939. 240 pp. Folder begins at image 2072
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685. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

11. ROMANIA

686. Financial accounts from the branch in Bucharest. April 1927-October 31, 1938. 450 pp. Folder begins at image 100

687. Financial reports of the branch in Chișinău for 1929. Folder begins at image 945

688. Financial accounts, from branches in Bucharest, Chernivtsi. 1929-December 1938. 271 pp. Folder begins at image 1144


690. Financial accounts of branches in Bucharest, Chernivtsi and other cities of Romania. 1939-1940. 208 pp. Folder begins at image 1631

691. Letters to branches in Bucharest, Berlin and Zurich concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants from Germany. September 13-December 31, 1937. 989 pp. Folder begins at image 1934
12. FRANCE

692. Budget estimate of the Paris ORT society for 1927. Folder begins at image 799


695. Financial Account from the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants in Paris for August 1939, lists of the emigrants bound from Havre to Palestine, USA and other countries. August 25, 1939. 9 pp. Folder begins at image 983

696. Daily expenses rolls from the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants in Paris. March 1-August 20, 1939. 68 pp. Folder begins at image 996

697. Correspondence with the Colonization Association (ICA, IKA), in Paris, concerning budgeting, operations on the current account, and currency transactions. January 4, 1935-December 31, 1936. 509 pp. Folder begins at image 1594

698. Correspondence with the Central Committee of Help to Jewish Emigrants, in Marseille, concerning payments of grants to the emigrants from Germany and Austria bound for the countries of America. Also includes lists of emigrants. September 1, 1937-March 31, 1938. 615 pp. Folder begins at image 1596

13. CZECHOSLOVAKIA

703. Correspondence with the branch in Prague concerning the forward of checks for finance of emigrants’ trips, operations on the current account, and other questions. October 10, 1936-June 30, 1937. 812 pp. Folder begins at image 1538
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703. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

704. Letters from the branch in Prague concerning distribution of monetary grants and the grant of privileged passenger tickets to emigrants from Czechoslovakia. July 1, 1937-December 26, 1938. 269 pp. Folder begins at image 172

705. Letters to the branch in Prague concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants bound for Palestine, Argentina, Uruguay, and other countries. July 1, 1937-December 29, 1938. 708 pp. Folder begins at image 444

706. Statistical data on the monetary sums expended for emigration of Jews from Czechoslovakia. Also includes lists of the emigrants from Czechoslovakia bound for Palestine and for the countries of America. 1938-1939. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 1156

14. SWITZERLAND

707. Correspondence with the branch in Zurich concerning remittance of funds for distribution of benefits to emigrants, granting privileged tickets to emigrants, and other questions. March 1, 1936-August 31, 1937. 582 pp. Folder begins at image 1171

708. Letters to the branch in Zurich concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants bound for the USA, Palestine, and other countries. January 1-May 31, 1939. 574 pp. Folder begins at image 1753
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708. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

BRANCHES IN NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA

1. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA


711. Information on the credits given by the Jewish Organizations of America for finance of German Jews’ emigration, statistical table on Jewish immigration in 1920-1937. November 1938. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 218

2. ARGENTINA

712. Budget estimates from the branch in Buenos Aires. 1935. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 224

713. Financial statements of the branch in Buenos Aires for the years 1927-1929. 88 pp. Folder begins at image 233


717. Financial accounts from the branch in Buenos Aires. January-December, 1938. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 569

718. Financial account from the branch in Buenos Aires. May 1938. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 588


720. Financial accounts from the branch in Buenos Aires. January 1939-February 1940. 54 pp. Folder begins at image 624


722. Correspondence with the branch in Buenos Aires concerning remittance of funds for finance emigrants bound for Argentina and Uruguay. July 3, 1934-July 18, 1937. 530 pp. Folder begins at image 711

3. BRAZIL

723. Financial accounts from the branch in Rio de Janeiro. 1929-1936. 50 pp. Folder begins at image 1241

724. Financial accounts of branches from San Pablo and Porto Allegro. 1929-1936. 69 pp. Folder begins at image 1317
725. Financial accounts from the branch in Rio de Janeiro. 1935-1939. 512 pp. Folder begins at image 1394

726. Financial accounts from the branch in Rio de Janeiro. March 1938. 24 pp. Folder begins at image 1917

727. Financial accounts from the branch in Rio de Janeiro. May 1938. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 1944

728. Financial accounts from the branch in Rio de Janeiro. June 1938. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 1952
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731. Correspondence with the branch in Rio de Janeiro concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants and operations on the current account. January 7, 1935-July 31, 1937. 776 pp. Folder begins at image 389

4. CANADA

732. Financial reports of the Society for Helping European Immigrants in Montreal for 1928. Folder begins at image 1117

733. Financial reports of the Society for Helping European Immigrants in Montreal for 1929. Folder begins at image 1170

734. Financial accounts and statistical reports from the branch in Montreal. January 1936-September 1938. 134 pp. Folder begins at image 1255

5. COLOMBIA

735. Financial accounts of branches in Bogotá, Cali, and other cities of Colombia. June 1938-January 14, 1940. 403 pp. Folder begins at image 1418
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736. (continued) Folder begins at image 7
737. Financial accounts of branches in Colombia and Ecuador. 1939-March 1940. 77 pp. Folder begins at image 199

6. PARAGUAY

738. Financial accounts from the branch in Asunción, Paraguay, and lists of emigrants. May 16, 1936-September 29, 1938. 17 pp. Folder begins at image 306

7. PERU

739. Financial accounts from the branch in Lima (Peru). January 1, 1936-December 18, 1937. 12 pp. Folder begins at image 327

8. URUGUAY

740. Financial reports of the branch in Montevideo for the years 1927-1929. Folder begins at image 342


742. Financial accounts from the branch in Montevideo for 1936. 21 pp. Folder begins at image 424


745. Financial Account, from the branch in Montevideo, for May 1938. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 481

746. Financial accounts from the branch in Montevideo, for 1938-1939. 143 pp. Folder begins at image 498

747. Financial accounts from the branch in Montevideo. February-October, 1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 705

748. Financial accounts from the branch in Montevideo. January-March, 1940. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 712

9. ECUADOR

749. Financial accounts from the branch in Guayaquil (Ecuador). March-December, 1937. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 723

BRANCHES IN THE COUNTRIES OF ASIA
1. CHINA

750. Financial accounts from the branch in Shanghai. November-December 1939. 9 pp. Folder begins at image 749

751. Financial accounts from the branch in Harbin. January 1937-August 1939. 73 pp. Folder begins at image 765

2. PALESTINE

752. Financial account from the Central Bank of Co-operative Institutions, in Palestine, for 1938. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 875

3. AUSTRALIA

753. Financial Account, from the branch in Melbourne, in 1939. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 888

CORRESPONDENCE WITH BANKS AND TRANSIT COMPANIES

754. Correspondence with the Ivria credit bank, in Paris, concerning operations on the current account. November 29, 1928-February 16, 1931. 14 pp. Folder begins at image 896

755. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account. August 2, 1935-November 30, 1936. 547 pp. Folder begins at image 917

756. Correspondence with the Dominion-Bank, in Montreal, concerning credit and transfer operations. July 22, 1936-March 28, 1939. 244 pp. Folder begins at image 1470

757. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account. December 1, 1936-June 2, 1938. 481 pp. Folder begins at image 1717
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758. Letters from the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account. December 1937-January 26, 1938. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 6

759. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account and credit operations. April 28-May 31, 1939. 150 pp. Folder begins at image 17

760. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account. May 31-July 28, 1939. 172 pp. Folder begins at image 169
761. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account and credit operations. July 5-August 2, 1939. 214 pp. Folder begins at image 344

762. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning credit and transfer operations. In this file there are financial accounts of this bank for August 1939. August 1-25, 1939. 252 pp. Folder begins at image 561

763. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account and transfer operations. September-October, 1939. 307 pp. Folder begins at image 816

764. Correspondence with the American National City Bank concerning operations on the current account. November 28, 1939-January 3, 1940. 105 pp. Folder begins at image 1126

Financial Accounts of Transport Companies and Correspondences

765. Financial accounts from the Oceania transport company. October 6, 1936-December 30, 1937. 353 pp. Folder begins at image 1237

766. Financial accounts, from the Oceania transport company, in 1938-1939. 343 pp. Folder begins at image 1598

767. Correspondence with, the Transport Maritime à Vapeur steamship company, concerning the payment for granting of passenger tickets to groups of emigrants bound for the Americas. March 21, 1932-April 12, 1935. 306 pp. Folder begins at image 1946
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767. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

768. Correspondence with Royal-Mail, Oceania, and other transport companies concerning the forward of checks for the granting of tickets to emigrants, the forward of reports, and other questions. January 1-September 30, 1936. 727 pp. Folder begins at image 117

769. Letters from the Oceania transport company, concerning orders for tickets for groups of emigrants bound for the countries of America, and payment for tickets. October 5, 1936-December 30, 1937. 828 pp. Folder begins at image 850

770. Correspondence with the Transatlantic Transport Company concerning forward of passenger tickets for groups of emigrants bound for the USA and South America and payment for the tickets. May 24, 1937-January 31, 1939. 499 pp. Folder begins at image 1682

771. Letters from the Oceania transport company concerning receipt of money orders for the granting of passenger tickets to groups of emigrants bound for the countries of America.
Also includes lists of emigrants. January 5, 1938-December 22, 1939. 398 pp. Folder begins at image 2084

**Reel 547**

771. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

772. Letters from the Oceania transport company concerning orders of tickets for the emigrants bound for the countries of America, forward of checks, and other questions. January 5, 1938-December 27, 1939. 642 pp. Folder begins at image 367

773. Correspondence with the Oceania transport company concerning remittance of funds for granting of privilege tickets to emigrants, lists from the emigrants who have received cash benefits, and tickets for movement to the countries of America. September 29, 1938-February 15, 1939. 450 pp. Folder begins at image 1019

774. Correspondence with the Royal-Mail transport company with branches in Marseilles, and Milan concerning orders of passenger tickets for groups of emigrants, dates of their departure for China and America, and other questions. September 1938-May 30, 1940. 310 pp. Folder begins at image 1474

775. Correspondence with the Royal-Mail transport company, concerning payment for train tickets for emigrants and lists of emigrants. December 1938-December 1939 704 pp. Folder begins at image 1786
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775. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

776. Correspondence with the Oceania transport company concerning payment for granting of passenger tickets to emigrants. January-March, 1939. 257 pp. Folder begins at image 366

777. Correspondence with the Oceania transport company and branches in Milan, Antwerp, and Trieste, concerning payment for granting of passenger tickets to ocean-liners to emigrants. March-May, 1939. 247 pp. Folder begins at image 626

778. Correspondence with the Oceania transport company concerning payment for granting of passenger tickets to emigrants. April-May, 1939. 400 pp. Folder begins at image 877

779. Correspondence with the Transatlantic transport company concerning payment for granting of passenger tickets to groups of emigrants. Also includes lists of emigrants. May 5-July 27, 1939. 620 pp. Folder begins at image 1280

780. Correspondence with the Oceania transport company concerning payment for granting of passenger tickets to emigrants bound for the Americas and lists of emigrants. June-July 1939. 397 pp. Folder begins at image 1902
781. Correspondence with the Oceania transport company concerning orders of passenger tickets for emigrants. Also includes operations on the current account. August 2-30, 1939. 235 pp. Folder begins at image 6

782. Correspondence with the Transatlantic, Oceania, and other transport companies, concerning payment of passenger tickets to the groups of emigrants bound for America and lists of emigrants. August 4, 1939-February 10, 1940. 251 pp. Folder begins at image 244

783. Correspondence with Transatlantic, Oceania, and other transport companies, concerning payment for granting of passenger tickets to the groups of emigrants bound for America August-December 27, 1939. 304 pp. Folder begins at image 498

784. Text of the agreement with representative of the Italian transport company, Bonifant, concerning granting discount passages to the countries of America and to emigrants from Germany. March 19, 1940. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 810

Emigrants' Receipts and Obligations

785. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits for movement to Palestine. December 13, 1934-December 19, 1935. 371 pp. Folder begins at image 828

786. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits for movement to South Africa, Argentina, Brazil, and other countries. February-November, 1935. 260 pp. Folder begins at image 1202

787. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants for movement to Milan, Barcelona, and other cities in Europe. March-October, 1935. 266 pp. Folder begins at image 1465

788. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits from the Society. April 30-November 30, 1935. 206 pp. Folder begins at image 1734

789. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who have received cash benefits, from the Society, for movement to Paris. April-September, 1935. 249 pp. Folder begins at image 1943
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790. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants to move to Paraguay. January-May, 1936. 108 pp. Folder begins at image 6

791. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants from the Society. January-December, 1936. 325 pp. Folder begins at image 117
Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants and passenger tickets for passage to Bolivia, Colombia, and other countries. February-December, 1936. 288 pp. Folder begins at image 445

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants from branches in Amsterdam, Zurich, and Vienna. September 5-November 30, 1936. 325 pp. Folder begins at image 739

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits and passenger tickets for movement to Palestine. 1936. 268 pp. Folder begins at image 1067

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants from branches in Vienna, Zagreb, and cities. January 5, 1937-January 31, 1938. 263 pp. Folder begins at image 1338

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits and passenger tickets from the branch in Amsterdam. February 28-December 31, 1937. 108 pp. Folder begins at image 1606

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits for movement to Argentina. February-December, 1937. 240 pp. Folder begins at image 1717

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants and passenger tickets for movement to South Africa and South America. April-November, 1937. 194 pp. Folder begins at image 1960

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants for passage to Palestine and America. May 13-September 30, 1937. 36 pp. Folder begins at image 6

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants for the obtainment of passenger tickets. February-December, 1938. 128 pp. September 1938-February 1939. 382 pp. Folder begins at image 145

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants for movement to British Guyana and other countries. Folder begins at image 276 (no target sheet)

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants for movement to the Americas September 1938-April 1939. 518 pp. Folder begins at image 661

Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants from the Jewish Charitable Societies of Switzerland Association, for movement to the Americas. November 2, 1938-May 10, 1939. 530 pp. Folder begins at image 1184

Receipts and obligations from the emigrants who received monetary grants from the Society December 1938-July 1939. 463 pp. Folder begins at image 1718
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805. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received grants from branches in Amsterdam and Zurich. March-April, 1939. 385 pp. Folder begins at image 6

806. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants from the Society. July-August, 1939. 323 pp. Folder begins at image 407

807. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants from the branch in Shanghai. July 1-August 29, 1939. 575 pp. Folder begins at image 733

808. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received monetary grants from the branch in Shanghai. August 30-November 27, 1939. 197 pp. Folder begins at image 1311

809. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits from the Society. August-December, 1939. 130 pp. Folder begins at image 1513

810. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits from the Society. March-May, 1940. 433 pp. Folder begins at image 1646

811. Card file on emigrants who received monetary grants. April 2, 1939-1940. 474 pp. Folder begins at image 2082
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811. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

812. Card file on emigrants who received privileged train tickets from Prague, Trieste, and other cities. June-July, 1939. 21 pp. Folder begins at image 280

813. Card file on emigrants who received cash benefits and tickets for movement to South America. 1939. 24 pp. Folder begins at image 307

814. Lists of emigrants who have received cash benefits, from the Society, for movement to Argentina, Bolivia, and other countries. July 7-December 30, 1938. 68 pp. Folder begins at image 343

815. Lists of emigrants who received cash benefits from the Society and their addresses. 1938-1939. 30 pp. Folder begins at image 414

816. Lists of emigrants who received cash benefits from the Society for movement to the USA, Bolivia, Peru, and other countries. January 6-February 23, 1939. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 447

817. Lists of emigrants who received benefits for movement to Australia and British India in 1939. 18 pp. Folder begins at image 470

III. Statistical data on emigrants received from Society branches
1. AUSTRIA

818. Statistical data on emigrants from Vienna in 1937-1939 and presented by the Jewish community. January 20, 1937-July 31, 1939. 227 pp. Folder begins at image 491

819. Graphic schemes of Jews’ emigration from Austria to Palestine and to the countries of America. May 2, 1938-April 30, 1939. 1 p. Folder begins at image 724

820. Statistical data on Jewish doctors who emigrated from Vienna in May 1939. 14 pp. Folder begins at image 733

821. Statistical data on Jewish children's evacuation from Austria and Germany to England (the Kindertransports). July 1939. 43 pp. Folder begins at image 750

822. Statistical data on the emigrants from Austria, who obtained monetary grants for emigration to America, Shanghai, and elsewhere between September and December 1939. Also includes lists of emigrants. March 31, 1940 60 pp. Folder begins at image 796

823. Lists of Austrian Jewish emigrants for October-December, 1938. 213 pp. Folder begins at image 919

824. Lists of Jewish emigrants, bound from Austria to America, by obtaining monetary grants from the Society. January 1-July 30, 1939. 410 pp. Folder begins at image 1347
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2. BELGIUM

826. Statistical data on transit emigrants, bound from Antwerp and Brussels for Palestine, South America, and other countries. January 1936-April 30, 1939. 354 pp. Folder begins at image 813

3. HUNGARY

827. Statistical reports, from the branch in Budapest, on emigration of Jews from Hungary. January 1938-December 1939. 32 pp. Folder begins at image 1171

4. GERMANY

828. Graphic charts of the Jewish population in German cities according to the 1925 census. Folder begins at image 1208

829. Statistical data on the number of Jewish schoolboys studying in secondary educational institutions of Germany. 1926-1938. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 1225
830. Statistical tables on mass emigration of German Jews in 1933-1937 and on the credits given to the Society for this purpose by the Jewish organizations, review on the history of Jewish emigration from the countries of Eastern Europe. 1933-1937. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 1239

831. Statistical data on the Jewish population of Germany, in 1933. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 1265

832. Statistical data on German Jewish emigration in 1933-1936. Information given in bulletin of the Jewish Agency of Palestine. 1933-1937. 68 pp. Folder begins at image 1284

833. Statistical data on the credits given by international Jewish organizations to the Society for finance of emigrants from Germany and Austria in 1933-1938. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 1374

834. Statistical data, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), on German Jews’ emigration from Germany. Also includes lists of emigrants. January 1936-December 1937. 341 pp. Folder begins at image 1403

835. Statistical data, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), on German Jews’ emigration from Germany. Also includes lists of emigrants. January 1-1 March 31, 1938. 61 pp. Folder begins at image 1789

836. Statistical data, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), on German Jews’ emigration from Germany. Also includes lists of emigrants. April 1-July 31, 1938. 72 pp. Folder begins at image 1853

837. Statistical data, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), on German Jews’ emigration from Germany. Also includes lists of emigrants. August 1-December 31, 1938. 30 pp. Folder begins at image 1928

838. Lists of German Jews who have immigrated to the countries of Europe and Palestine in 1938. 50 pp. Folder begins at image 1970

839. Graphic diagram of German Jews’ emigration to the countries of Europe, America, Asia, Africa and Australia in 1938. 1 p. Folder begins at image 2023

840. Statistical data, from the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), on Jews’ emigration from Germany. Also includes lists of emigrants. January 1-15, 1939. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 2027
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841. Statistical data on emigration from Germany. January-December, 1939. 211 pp. Folder begins at image 6
842. Statistical reviews of the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), for 1939. Lists of emigrants from Germany. 381 pp. Folder begins at image 354

843. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, bound for the countries of South America April 1936-September 1938. 523 pp. Folder begins at image 738

844. Lists of the Jewish emigrants from Germany. December 1936-October 1937 482 pp. Folder begins at image 1266

845. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, bound for America. 1937-1938. 350 pp. Folder begins at image 1762
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846. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, bound for the countries of America for May 10-December 31, 1938. 354 pp. Folder begins at image 6

847. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, bound for the countries of America January 4-April 21, 1939. 215 pp. Folder begins at image 717

848. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, bound for the countries of America April-July, 1939. 198 pp. Folder begins at image 1152

849. Lists of Jewish emigrants, bound from Hamburg to Havana, on the MS St. Louis. May 13, 1939. 24 pp. Folder begins at image 1553

850. Registers of persons who have applied for entry visas to the American consulates in Berlin, Vienna, Hamburg, Danzig and Budapest and biographic data on emigrants bound for America, including passengers aboard the MS St. Louis with information about their affiants in the United States. June 19-July 17, 1939. 175 pp. Folder begins at image 1628

851. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany and Austria, bound for America on the Saint-Louis (MS St. Louis), in June 1939. 349 pp. Folder begins at image 1809
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852. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, bound for the countries of America. July-August, 1939. 150 pp. Folder begins at image 6

853. Lists of Jewish emigrants, from Germany, who obtained grants for movement to the USA and the countries of South America. November 17, 1939-April 16, 1940. 133 pp. Folder begins at image 313

854. Lists of emigrants from Germany. No date. 60 pp. Folder begins at image 485

5. THE NETHERLANDS
855. Statistical data on the emigrants who departed from Rotterdam, for the countries of America in 1926-1936. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 548

856. Statistical data on emigrants from Holland in 1939. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 559

6. DANZIG

857. Lists of emigrants, from Danzig, who have obtained benefits for movement to the USA and the countries of South America. October 8, 1939-January 10, 1940. 19 pp. Folder begins at image 567

7. LITHUANIA

858. Statistical data on emigration of Lithuanian Jews, from Kaunas, to the countries of America in 1929-1932. 86 pp. Folder begins at image 588

859. Statistical data on emigration from Lithuania in 1934-1938. 362 pp. Folder begins at image 684

860. Statistical data on emigration from Lithuania in 1939. 86 pp. Folder begins at image 1055

8. POLAND

861. Statistical data on Jewish emigration, from Poland, Romania, and Latvia, in 1934. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 1143

862. Statistical data on the Jewish emigration, from Poland, Romania, Latvia, and other countries in 1935-1938. 14 pp. Folder begins at image 1149

863. Statistical data on Jewish emigration from Poland. January-December, 1937. 274 pp. Folder begins at image 1166

864. Statistical data on Jewish emigration from Poland. January-December, 1938. 291 pp. Folder begins at image 1606
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866. Statistical reports, from the branch in Warsaw. January-August, 1939. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 6

867. Statistical data on emigration of the Jews from Brest. February-August, 1939. 18 pp. Folder begins at image 28

9. ROMANIA
868. Statistical data on emigration from Romania in 1936. 304 pp. Folder begins at image 56

869. Statistical data on emigration from Romania in 1937. 126 pp. Folder begins at image 376

870. Statistical reports from branches in Bucharest, Chișinău, and other cities of Romania. In appendix—lists of emigrants bound for America. 1938-1939. 591 pp. Folder begins at image 506

10. USSR

871. Statistical reports, from the branch in Bucharest, and lists of emigrants from Romania. 1939-1940. Folder begins at image 1100

872. Statistical materials on demography and the economic situation of the Jewish population of the USSR; publication of ORT, a society of handicraft and agricultural labor among Jews; list of founders of this society from 1887. 1928-29. Folder begins at image 1126

873. Statistics on demography and economic status of Jewish population in the USSR. March-June, 1930. 86 pp. Folder begins at image 1220


11. FRANCE

875. Statistical data on the Jewish population upsurge in the countries of Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Presented to the International Conference on issues of emigration, in Evian. July 1938. 9 pp. Folder begins at image 1532

876. Card file on emigrants, from Germany, bound from Havre and Marseilles, for the USA and the countries of South America. April 30, 1936-March 21, 1939. 453 pp. Folder begins at image 1549

877. Lists of emigrants, bound from French ports to American ports, in 1938-1939. 54 pp. Folder begins at image 2005
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878. Lists of Jewish emigrants, bound from France to the USA, Australia, China, and other countries in April 1939. 124 pp. Folder begins at image 6

879. Lists of the Jewish emigrants, bound from France, for the USA, Australia, China, countries of Europe and South America in June 1939. 80 pp. Folder begins at image 133
880. Lists of groups of emigrants, bound for Havre, Trieste, Genoa, and other ports in the countries of America, in July 1939. 340 pp. Folder begins at image 232

881. Lists of Jewish emigrants, bound for France to the USA, Australia, China, and countries of Europe and South America, in July 1939. 69 pp. Folder begins at image 724


883. Lists of the emigrants bound for Marseilles, Chile, Canada and Australia. August-September, 1939. 46 pp. Folder begins at image 839

884. Lists of emigrants bound for Marseilles, Singapore, via Shanghai, Havre, Buenos Aires, Toulon, and Sidney. August-September, 1939. 43 pp. Folder begins at image 929

885. Lists from the emigrants who have obtained passenger tickets from the Oceania steamer company in 1939. 85 pp. Folder begins at image 1004 (no target sheet)

886. Lists of emigrants, bound for Marseilles, from the USA, Australia, Canada, China and the countries of South America. January 12-May 24, 1940. 232 pp. Folder begins at image 1160

12. CZECHOSLOVAKIA

887. Lists of emigrants who left Czechoslovakia with the Society’s assistance and brief biographic data on the emigrants. October 15, 1938. 349 pp. Folder begins at image 1566

13. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

888. Issue from American Statistical Magazine concerning trade of the USA with Germany in July 1938. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1893

889. Statistical data on the number of Jewish emigrants that arrived in the USA in 1938. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1912

14. ARGENTINA

890. Statistical data on German Jews’ emigration to Argentina, Brazil and other countries of South America and lists of emigrants, in 1936-1939. 474 pp. Folder begins at image 1919
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891. Statistical data on the number of German and Austrian Jews that emigrated to Argentina, Brazil, and South America in 1938-1939. 21 pp. Folder begins at image 7 (poor target sheet image)
892. Statistical reports, from a branch in Buenos Aires, in 1939-1940. 111 pp. Folder begins at image 66

15. BOLIVIA

893. Statistical data on the number of German Jews that immigrated to Bolivia in 1938. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 180

16. BRAZIL

894. Statistical data on the number of Jewish emigrants, that arrived in Brazil, in 1937. 67 pp. Folder begins at image 189

17. COLOMBIA

895. Statistical data on Jewish immigration, to Colombia, and lists of emigrants. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 266

18. URUGUAY

896. Statistical data on the number of the Jewish emigrants that arrived to Uruguay in 1938-1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 286

19. PALESTINE

897. Statistical data on immigration to Palestine, in 1937-1938, in Yiddish. 28 pp. Folder begins at image 293

897a. Forms from persons that immigrated to Palestine, in Hebrew. 1934-1935. 286 pp. Folder begins at image 323

20. SOUTH AFRICA

898. Statistical data on Jewish emigration to the South African Union 1926-1937. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 683

IV. INDIVIDUAL EMIGRATION BUREAU

Correspondence with Branches Concerning Individual Help to Emigrants

Surnames beginning A

899. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Prague, Riga, Kaunas concerning distribution of grants and passenger tickets to emigrants bound for America and Palestine. Information specifically focuses on emigrants whose last names begin with “А.” April 10, 1930-December 2, 1937. 478 pp. Folder begins at image 706
900. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Vienna, Warsaw concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, the sale of privileged tickets, and other questions. Information focuses specifically on emigrants whose last names begin with “А.” May 7, 1930-June 30, 1937. 505 pp. Folder begins at image 1213

901. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, Kaunas concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, granting of passenger tickets to them, and other questions. Information focuses specifically on emigrants whose last names begin with “Ab-Ad.” September 9, 1932-November 16, 1937. 583 pp. Folder begins at image 1745
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901. (continued) Folder begins at image 1

902. Correspondence with branches in Milan, Trieste, Amsterdam concerning assistance in emigrants’ departure for Cuba, Chile, and other countries of America. Information focuses specifically on emigrants whose last names begin with “А-В.” July 18, 1938-March 28, 1938. 265 pp. Folder begins at image 226

903. Correspondence with emigrants concerning making inquiries about their relatives, the rendering of material help to them, and other questions. Information focuses on emigrants whose last names begin with “А-Ф.” August 1936-March 1940. 358 pp. Folder begins at image 472

904. Letters to branches in Brussels, Danzig, and Warsaw concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants bound for Palestine, China, and for the countries of America. Information focuses on emigrants whose last names begin with “А-Л.” May 11, 1939-March 21, 1940. 542 pp. Folder begins at image 849

905. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, Vienna concerning distribution of grants to emigrants, granting of passenger tickets to them, and other questions. Information focuses on emigrants whose last names begin with “Ал-Ан.” May 1931-September 1937. 666 pp. Folder begins at image 1385
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905. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

906. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Madrid, and Rio de Janeiro concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants. Information focuses on emigrants whose last names begin with “Ap-Aр.” August 1933-October 1937. 521 pp. Folder begins at image 179

907. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Barcelona, and Kaunas concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, the granting of privileged tickets, the granting of benefits, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Ар-Ау.” June 1, 1931-July 23, 1937. 608 pp. Folder begins at image 718
Surnames beginning B

908. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Bucharest, and Warsaw concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas, the distribution of grants, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “B.” January 8, 1932-January 11, 1937. 547 pp. Folder begins at image 1352

909. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Vienna, and Milan concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound for Palestine and America. September 1933-June 1937. 632 pp. Folder begins at image 1921
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909. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

910. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Vienna, and Kaunas concerning remittance of grants to emigrants and emigration America. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Ba-Bai.” May 26, 1933-December 9, 1936. 508 pp. Folder begins at image 481

911. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Warsaw, and Vienna concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, the granting of benefits, and other questions. Information focuses on emigrants whose last names begin with “Bai-Bat” April 25, 1932-October 4, 1937. 493 pp. Folder begins at image 1006

912. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning obtainment of an entry visa, to Argentina, for H. Basina of the Vinnitsa region. Also includes a search for Baranov’s relatives in Paris, branches in Warsaw, Vienna Information also concerns the granting of passenger tickets to emigrants, assigning them work, and other questions. Also information on emigrants whose last names begin with “Bar.” April 1930-April 1937. 518 pp. Folder begins at image 1511
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913. Correspondence with branches in Brussels, Vienna, and London concerning the granting of benefits to emigrants, search for their relatives, the sale of privileged tickets, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “Be.” March 31, 1932-December 23, 1937. 628 pp. Folder begins at image 1 (no target sheet)

914. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Kaunas, and Prague concerning the distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound for America. In addition, search for their relatives, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Bei”-“Ben.” Marc 1930-December 29, 1937. 547 pp. Folder begins at image 640

915. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Bucharest, and Zagreb concerning distribution of grants to emigrants, assistance in assigning them t work, and other
questions. Also, information on emigrants whose last names begin with “Ber.” January 1930-November 5, 1937. 439 pp. Folder begins at image 1208

916. Correspondence with Berlin, Vienna, and Harbin concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound for South America, biographic data on emigrants. Also, information on emigrants whose last names begin with “Bi”- “Bit.” August 9, 1933-June 28, 1937. 508 pp. Folder begins at image 1666
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917. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Vienna, and Prague concerning assistance in assigning emigrants work, granting of benefits, and other questions. Information on emigrants whose last names begin with “Bla”-“Bli.” March 1933-September 1937. 563 pp. Folder begins at image 6

918. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Brussels, and Zurich concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants, the granting of privilege tickets, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Bl” -“Bo.” June 18, 1933-May 9, 1938. 596 pp. Folder begins at image 582

919. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, and Bucharest concerning search for emigrants’ relatives, obtainment of entry visas, and other questions. Also, includes information on emigrants whose last names begin with “Bo.” 1930-June 15, 1937. 651 pp. Folder begins at image 1200

920. Correspondence with: the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning obtainment of foreign passports for Bulanovskij’s family; bound from Rudnya Stanitsa, the Smolensk province, to Melbourne, Australia. Correspondence with branches in Kaunas, Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants. Also, information on emigrants whose last names begin with “Bor”-“Bra.” March 7, 1930-June 1937. 664 pp. Folder begins at image 1873
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920. (continued) Folder begins at image 7


922. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Bucharest, and Danzig concerning obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas to America, making inquiries concerning their relatives, distribution of grants, and, biographic data on emigrants. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Bro”- “Bru.” July 3, 1931-December 1, 1937. 563 pp. Folder begins at image 953
923. Correspondence with branches in Budapest and Brussels concerning grant of cash benefits to Hungarian and Polish Jews bound for the USA and Mexico. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “B” and “G.” September 12, 1939-May 28, 1940. 333 pp. Folder begins at image 1539

Surnames beginning W

924. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Prague, and Harbin concerning the obtainment of visas for emigrants, search for their relatives, the distribution of grants, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “W.” November 1933-December 10, 1937. 642 pp. Folder begins at image 1578
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925. Correspondence with Warsaw, Berlin, and Zurich concerning remittance of funds for grant of benefits to emigrants, forwarding of privileged tickets, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Wab”-“Wai.” May 5, 1932-October 1, 1937. 574 pp. Folder begins at image 6

926. Correspondence with branches in Prague, Warsaw, and Brussels concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, assistance in assigning them work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Wak”-“War.” July 1933-October 29, 1937. 607 pp. Folder begins at image 593

927. Correspondence with the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Organization of German Jews), in Berlin, concerning assisting Ervin Warschauer and the members of his family in emigrating to Shanghai. February 20-August 23, 1939. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1243

928. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Zagreb concerning assigning work to emigrants, obtainment of entry visas, the rendering of material aid, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “Was”-“Wei.” May 1932-September 1937. 557 pp. Folder begins at image 1252

929. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Prague, and Harbin concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, assistance in assigning them work, forward of their questionnaires, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants’ whose last names begin with “Wei.” May 16, 1933-December 9, 1937. 285 pp. Folder begins at image 1831
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930. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, Warsaw concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants, the obtainment of visas, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “Weim”-“Wein.” January 1, 1933-December 20, 1937. 294 pp. Folder begins at image 8
931. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning the search, on the instructions of his sister Rachel Ginsburg, for Jacob Weisblat in Palestine. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels concerning the forward of filled emigrants’ questionnaires, grant of benefits to them, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “Weis.” October 6, 1930-November 13, 1937. 567 pp. Folder begins at image 321

932. Letter from a textile-worker technician Hans Weis, that contains a request for the obtainment of entry visas to Argentina, for him and his family. May 21, 1938 2 pp. Folder begins at image 911

933. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Luxembourg, Zurich concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, the granting of privileged tickets to them, and the forward of their questionnaires, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “Wi.” December 2, 1930-December 3, 1937. 585 pp. Folder begins at image 917

934. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Prague, and other cities, concerning the assistance in emigrants’ entry to America and South Africa. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Wi”-“Wo.” August 6, 1934-November 30, 1937. 589 pp. Folder begins at image 1524
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935. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Zurich, and Amsterdam concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, the sale of privileged tickets for movement to the countries of America, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants’ whose last names begin with “Wo.” May 3, 1932-December 20, 1937. 669 pp. Folder begins at image 6

936. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Bucharest, and Vienna concerning the obtainment of German Jews’ entry permits to Palestine, the grant of cash benefits to them, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Wol.” February 1931-November 1937. 744 pp. Folder begins at image 606

937. Correspondence with an immigrant from Czechoslovakia, Ignaz Volivovich, about purchasing an entry visa for him to Uruguay and granting a ticket to Montevideo. 1929. Folder begins at image 1394

Surnames beginning G

938. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Prague, and Luxembourg concerning obtainment of entry visas for emigrants bound for Palestine, the grant of benefits to them, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “G.” June 1930-December 1937. 559 pp. Folder begins at image 1402
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939. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Danzig, and Montreal concerning the remittance of funds for finance of emigrants, legalization of their passports, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “G”-“I.” August 1936-July 25, 1939. 205 pp. Folder begins at image 6

940. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Marseilles concerning distribution of monetary grants to emigrants bound for China and the countries of America. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “G.” October 1938-March 1939. 405 pp. Folder begins at image 226

941. Correspondence with branches in Milan, Marseilles, and Durazzo concerning the distribution of grants and passenger tickets, to emigrants, bound for Shanghai and America, receipts. In addition, obligations from emigrants who received grants and tickets. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “G.” April 22, 1939-January 2, 1940. 385 pp. Folder begins at image 632

942. Correspondence with a branch in Prague concerning emigration assistance to Gettinger, Grotte, and others, to America. March 2-May 13, 1939. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 1020

943. Correspondence with the Bureau of Social Help to Emigrants, in Paris, concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrant R. Girshberg, bound for the USA. February 5-March 5, 1940. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1041

944. Correspondence with a branch in Prague concerning emigration assistance to Herbert Gutman, and members of his family, to America. November 23, 1936-February 17, 1939. 150 pp. Folder begins at image 1050

Surnames beginning D

945. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Prague, and Harbin concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, assigning work, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Da.” August 22, 1930-December 23, 1937. 541 pp. Folder begins at image 1212

946. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Prague concerning the grant of privileged tickets, to emigrants bound for South America, the accusation of visiting passports, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Da”-“De.” January 9, 1934-November 17, 1937. 678 pp. Folder begins at image 1782
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946. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

947. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Brussels, and Madrid concerning the obtainment of German Jews’ entry permits to Palestine, the grant of cash benefits, and
other questions Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Di.” January 25, 1930-July 23, 1937. 783 pp. Folder begins at image 299

948. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Milan, and Riga concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants, assistance in assigning them work, the grant of privileged tickets to them, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Dr”-“Du.” July 26, 1933-April 4, 1938. 553 pp. Folder begins at image 1114

949. Correspondence with the branch in Lisbon concerning obtainment of an entry visa, to the USA, for Alfred Duckler, emigrant from Austria, and the grant of a privileged ticket to him. September 18, 1939-May 30, 1940. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1682

950. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Milan, and Paris concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants, the grant of privileged tickets to them, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “D.” August 5, 1938-March 16, 1939. 54 pp. Folder begins at image 1701

951. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles and Milan concerning the distribution of grants to groups of emigrants bound for America. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “D”-“F”-“Ts.” June 5, 1939-May 28, 1940. 292 pp. Folder begins at image 1763

952. Correspondence with the Latvian mission in Paris concerning an emigrant from Riga named M. Zhidonits, about giving her a cash subsidy for her emigration to Sydney, Australia. 1928-29. Folder begins at image 2060
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Surnames beginning Z

953. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Kaunas, and Prague concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, the search for their relatives, and other questions. (emigrants’ last names begin with “Z”-“Ts.” April 9, 1930-December 9, 1937. 423 pp. Folder begins at image 6

954. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning the Silberseins and the search for Jacob Tseitlin, on the instructions of his mother. Correspondence with branches in Berlin and Brussels concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Z”-“Ts.” July 1930-October 1936. 661 pp. Folder begins at image 436

955. Correspondence with branches in Prague, Milan, and Berlin concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants bound for South America and the distribution of grants to them. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Z” and “S.” July 30, 1938-March 14, 1939. 246 pp. Folder begins at image 1122
956. Correspondence with the Society of Help to German Jews’ Children, in New York, concerning the search for Erica Silbermann and assistance in her emigration to the USA. December 23, 1938-January 8, 1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1370

Surnames beginning C

957. Correspondence with branches in Brussels, Marseilles, and Prague concerning the obtainment of entry visas to South America, for emigrants. Also, assigning emigrants work, and other questions. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “Ca.” January 16, 1931-September 1, 1937. 670 pp. Folder begins at image 1377
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957. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

958. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, and Milan concerning the obtainment of visas for emigrants, granting emigrants privileged tickets, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “Ca”-“Co.” July 19, 1938-March 2, 1939. 42 pp. Folder begins at image 84

959. Letters to an immigrant named Cafeblum about the conditions of hiring his family members for agricultural work in France. 1928. Folder begins at image 129

960. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, and Brussels concerning the provision of credits to emigrants bound for America, assigning them work, forwarding their questionnaires, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Co.” May 21, 1933-October 14, 1937. 526 pp. Folder begins at image 138

961. Correspondence with the branch in Lisbon concerning the grant of a cash benefit to emigrant, Eugene Conrad, bound for the USA. April 12-May 17, 1940. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 693

962. Correspondence with emigrants concerning the distribution of grants to them, the sale of privileges tickets to Palestine, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “C”-“L.” August 1936-December 1939. 212 pp. Folder begins at image 702

963. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Marseilles, and Milan concerning the distribution of grants and passenger tickets to emigrants bound for America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “C”-“L.” March 11, 1938-March 31, 1939. 374 pp. Folder begins at image 932

964. Correspondence with emigrants concerning the forward of checks, the grant of privileged tickets for movement to America, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “C”-“Ts.” February 14, 1933-February 15, 1940. 313 pp. Folder begins at image 1309
965. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, and London concerning the forward of emigrants' forms, the grant of privileged tickets to them, dates of their departure for America, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “C”, “Ts”, “Ch.” June 1933-December 1937. 706 pp. Folder begins at image 1641
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(continued) Folder begins at image 7

966. Correspondence with branches in Trieste, Amsterdam, and Marseilles concerning the granting of privileged tickets to emigrants, for movement to America. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “C” or “K” October 22, 1938-May 27, 1940. 202 pp. Folder begins at image 337

Surnames beginning L

967. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Brussels, and Danzig concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants bound for Palestine, China, and the countries of America. Information deals with emigrants whose last names begin with “L.” January-August, 1939. 94 pp. Folder begins at image 543

968. Correspondence with Greta Lehman on her emigration from Vienna to Montevideo. 1928-29. Folder begins at image 640

969. Correspondence with the White Star Line Transit Company about purchasing an entry visa to Canada for a refugee named Olga Maximova. 1927. Folder begins at image 660

Surnames beginning M

970. Correspondence with branches in Brussels, Marseilles, and Zurich concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, the grant of passenger tickets to Bolivia, Chile, and other countries of South America. Information pertains to emigrants' whose last names begin with “M”-“N.” July 1938-April 1939. 215 pp. Folder begins at image 667

971. Correspondence with emigrants concerning the distribution of grants, the grant of privileged tickets for movement to the countries of South America, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “M”-“R.” September 1936-January 1940. 214 pp. Folder begins at image 885

972. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Brno, and Warsaw concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants bound for Palestine, and the countries of South America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “M.” January-December, 1939. 385 pp. Folder begins at image 1116

Surnames beginning R
973. Correspondence with branches in Lima, Trieste, and Budapest concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants, dates of their departure for America, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Ra”-“Ro”-“Ru.” January 24-November 19, 1939. 76 pp. Folder begins at image 1509.

974. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles and Havre concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, the granting of passenger tickets, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “R.” April 25, 1939-December 3, 1940. 42 pp. Folder begins at image 1589.

Surnames beginning S

975. Correspondence with emigrants concerning the remittance of funds, the forward of passenger tickets, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “S”-“Sch.” February 9, 1937-January 26, 1940. 292 pp. Folder begins at image 1634.

976. Letters to the branch in Prague concerning assistance in Ernst Simpson’s emigration to the USA. March 10-May 18, 1939. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 1967.

Surnames beginning T

977. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Prague, and Marseilles concerning the obtainment of entry visas for emigrants, search for their relatives in Palestine, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Ta”-“Te.” June 17, 1931-October 15, 1937. 594 pp. Folder begins at image 1973.
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977. (continued) Folder begins at image 7.

978. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning the search, in Romania, for relatives of Teplitskaya. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, and Berlin concerning the grant of benefits to emigrants, granting of passenger tickets to them, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Tel”-“Titz.” August 1933-May 1937. 664 pp. Folder begins at image 412.

979. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning Sarra Torchinskaya’s divorce from her American husband. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Warsaw concerning search for emigrants’ relatives, the granting of privileged tickets to them, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Tk”-“Tr.” 1929-September 1937. 605 pp. Folder begins at image 1098.

980. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles, Trieste, and Brussels concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants bound for America, obtainment of their entry visas,
Correspondence with the Jewish community of Oslo concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants from Germany. September 6-October 31, 1938. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 2014

Surnames beginning O

982. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles and Zurich concerning remittance of funds for finance of emigrants. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “O”-“P”-“R.” August 1937-March 1939. 277 pp. Folder begins at image 2021
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982. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

Surnames beginning U

983. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Zurich, and Harbin concerning the assignment of emigrants bound for Chile, Argentina, and Brazil employment. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “U.” January 1934-December 1937. 334 pp. Folder begins at image 138

Surnames beginning F

984. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Bucharest, and Warsaw concerning obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas, assistance in assigning them work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Fa”-“Fe.” April 5, 1932-December 27, 1937. 674 pp. Folder begins at image 487

985. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Marseilles, and Prague concerning the grant of privileged tickets to emigrants, dates of their departure for America, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Fa”-“Fr.” May 3, 1937-March 15, 1939. 193 pp. Folder begins at image 1195

986. Correspondence with the Ezra organization, in Luxembourg, concerning emigration assistance for Olga Feldman and her children, to Bolivia. April 17-May 13, 1940. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 1391

987. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Kaunas concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, the granting of privileged tickets to them, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Fie”-“Fo.” August 1933-December 1937. 822 pp. Folder begins at image 1406
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987. (continued) Folder begins at image 7
988. Correspondence with a refugee named Finkel on the provision of loans. Folder begins at image 130

989. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Vienna, and London concerning assigning emigrants work, the distribution of grants, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begins with “Fra.” May 1933-July 1938. 694 pp. Folder begins at image 150

990. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, Vienna, and Harbin concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, assigning work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begins with “F.” December 1930-December 1937. 733 pp. Folder begins at image 869

991. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Vienna concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants bound for America and biographic data on emigrants. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “F.” October 1933-March 1937. 680 pp. Folder begins at image 1626
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991. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

992. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Amsterdam, and Prague concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, the making of inquiries concerning the location of relatives, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begins with “F.” January 1934-August 1937. 766 pp. Folder begins at image 199

993. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Berlin, and Harbin concerning assistance to emigrants bound for China and America. Information includes emigrants whose last names begins with “F.” April 20, 1934-December 2, 1937. 760 pp. Folder begins at image 1004

Surnames beginning H

994. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Warsaw, and Kaunas concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants, assistance in assigning work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “H” - “C” - “Ts” - “Sch.” February 22, 1932-October 1, 1937. 836 pp. Folder begins at image 1789
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994. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

995. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, Brussels, and Berlin, concerning emigrants’ birth-certificates, obtainment of “affidavits,” for emigration to the USA, and other questions. Also includes, forms and autobiographies of
emigrants. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “H”-“C.” November 1932-October 1937. 496 pp. Folder begins at image 452

Surnames beginning C

996. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Kaunas concerning the obtainment of entry permits to Palestine, for emigrants. The repatriation of persons wanting to come back to Poland, the distribution of grants to them, and other questions. Information concerns emigrants whose last names begin with “C.” 1932-December 19, 1938. 415 pp. Folder begins at image 978

Surnames beginning SCH

997. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Warsaw, and Prague concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ visas, grant of cash benefits to them, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Scha.” June 15, 1933-December 17, 1937. 633 pp. Folder begins at image 1409

998. Correspondence with branches in Bucharest, Vienna, and Trieste concerning the forward of emigrants’ birth-certificates, the grant of privileged tickets to them, dates of their departure for America, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Schb”-“Sche.” August 23, 1932-December 22, 1937. 438 pp. Folder begins at image 2062
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(continued) Folder begins at image 7

999. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Berlin, and Kaunas concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas to Argentina, the grant of cash benefits to them, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Schie”. “Schl.” June 15, 1932-January 29, 1939. Folder begins at image 254

1000. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Marseilles, and Zagreb concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants and the grant of passenger tickets for emigration to South America and Palestine. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Sch.” August 1938-February 1939. 154 pp. Folder begins at image 823

Surnames beginning E

1001. Correspondence with the Jewish Colonization Society, (ICA, IKA), in Moscow, concerning the search for heirs of I. Epshtein, who bequeathed his capital to his relatives living in the USSR. Correspondence with branches in Prague, Berlin, and Zagreb concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas and rendering of material aid to them. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “E.” March 21, 1929-August 7, 1936. 532 pp. Folder begins at image 980
1002. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Warsaw, and Kaunas concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants, assigning them work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “E.” June 29, 1931-November 5, 1937. 576 pp. Folder begins at image 1541
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1003. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Berlin, and Warsaw concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas and the rendering of material aid. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “E.” August 8, 1931-May 18, 1937. 626 pp. Folder begins at image 6

1004. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, and Warsaw concerning the grant of cash benefits to emigrants. The grant of privileged tickets, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “E.” June 1933-November 1937. 582 pp. Folder begins at image 665

1005. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles, Milan, and Zurich concerning the grant of privileged tickets to emigrants, the obtainment of entry visas, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “E.” July 28, 1938-February 21, 1939. 46 pp. Folder begins at image 1269

EMIGRANTS’ PERSONAL RECORDS

Files 1007—2204

In alphabetical order, avg. size 14 pp. per file. NOT MICROFILMED, due to fragility.

V. Printed materials

2205. Issues and information bulletins from the Society and the Jewish Telegraph Agency in 1928-1938. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1319

2206. Information bulletin from the Society for December 1935-June 1936. 148 pp. Folder begins at image 1373

2207. Information bulletin from the Society for June 1939. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 1567

2208. The Society’s information bulletin for June-August, 1939. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 1594

2209. Information bulletin, from the Society, for August 1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1617

2210. Issue from the branch in Vilnius and information bulletin for January 1940. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 1628

2212. Anti-fascist brochures by unknown authors. Published in London. February-May, 1939. 23 pp. Folder begins at image 1744

2213. Compilation of the restrictive laws concerning the Jews, issued in Russia, before 1890. 67 pp. Folder begins at image 1772

2214. Article by Mirkin, “Prospects for Jewish Colonization in France.” February 5, 1931. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 1843

2215. Essay by Davidovich concerning the Jewish pogroms in Poland in 1935 -1936. 44 pp. Folder begins at image 1866

2216. Article by Tenenbaum, representative from the American Jewish congress, on the economic status of Nazi Germany in 1939. 38 pp. Folder begins at image 1913

2217. Essay by K. Liebermann concerning the status of the Jews in tsarist Russia No date. 332 pp. Folder begins at image 1955
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2217. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

2218. French government newspaper, Journal Official, for September-December, 1939. 72 pp. Folder begins at image 125


2220. French government newspaper, Journal Official, for the second part of November 1939. 198 pp. Folder begins at image 632

2221. French government newspaper, Journal Official, for March 1940. 545 pp. Folder begins at image 1031
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2222. French government newspaper, Journal Official, for April 1940. 241 pp. Folder begins at image 6

2223. French government newspaper, Journal Official, for the second part of April 1940. 243 pp. Folder begins at image 490

2224. French government newspaper, Journal Official, for the first part of May. 1940. 145 pp. Folder begins at image 977
2225. Information bulletin from the Permanent Conference for Displaced Persons’ Protection, in Geneva, for January-March, 1933. 18 pp. Folder begins at image 1270

2226. Information bulletin from the International Labor Bureau, in Geneva, for 1938 January 31-December 29, 1938. 140 pp. Folder begins at image 1293

2227. Information bulletin from the International Labor Bureau, in Geneva, for 1939. January 31-December 29, 1939. 74 pp. Folder begins at image 1436

2228. Information bulletin from the International Labor Bureau, in Geneva, for January 5-May 7, 1940. 27 pp. Folder begins at image 1513

2229. Information Bulletin from Organ of the Jewish community in Palestine, for 1934-1936. 98 pp. Folder begins at image 1543

2230. Issues from the Jewish Central News Agency, in Amsterdam, for 1936-1938. 83 pp. Folder begins at image 1699


2234. Information from the Jewish Central News Agency, in Amsterdam, on the status of Jews in Germany. January 15-30, 1940. 9 pp. Folder begins at image 1910


2237. Issue from a statistical society, in a Paris, comprising an article, by Ferenzi, on the status of the Jews in Germany. October 11, 1933. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 2041

2238. Jewish magazine Das Cooperative Wort. August 1935. 28 pp. Folder begins at image 2057
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2241. Illustrated issue of The Times newspaper, dedicated to Turkey August 9, 1938. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 92


2243. Issue of a German magazine, Techniques and Production, dedicated to Nazi Germany’s trade with the countries of Southeast Europe. December 9, 1938 20 pp. Folder begins at image 201

2244. Issue of La Petite Illustracion, a French magazine, dedicated to the status of the Jews in Nazi Germany. Folder begins at image 309

2245. Issue of the Unser Fraint, a German newspaper published in Montevideo. February 19, 1939. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 351

2246. Issue of a French illustrated magazine dedicated to the political and economic status of Egypt. April 20, 1939. 47 pp. Folder begins at image 392

2247. Issue of the El Universal newspaper, issued in Mexico City. July 21, 1939. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 443

2248. Clippings from Austrian newspapers about the situation of Jews in Austria-Hungary. 1907-1907. Folder begins at image 494

2249. German newspaper cuttings on the situation of Jews in Germany. 1906-1907. Folder begins at image 584

2250. German newspaper cuttings about pogroms in Tsarist Russia. 1906-1911. Folder begins at image 797


2252. Newspaper cuttings in Yiddish. 1932-1934. 103 pp. Folder begins at image 1028

2253. Cuttings from Belgian, Dutch, and French newspapers concerning the status of the Jews in Nazi Germany. January-July, 1933. 362 pp. Folder begins at image 1236

2254. Cuttings from German and Dutch newspapers concerning the increase of anti-Semitism in Germany and enforcement of racial laws in Germany. 1933-1936. 188 pp. Folder begins at image 1681

2255. Cuttings from Jewish newspapers, published in Germany, concerning the status of Jews in Italy. 1933-1937. 232 pp. Folder begins at image 1925
2255. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

2256. Cuttings from Jewish newspapers, published in Belgium, Switzerland and France, concerning the status of German Jews and emigration problems. December 1934-April 1935. 165 pp. Folder begins at image 97

2257. Excerpts from fascist laws, which discriminate against Jews. 1934-1935. 130 pp. Folder begins at image 341

2258. Cuttings from the Jewish newspapers, published in London and Paris, concerning the activity of the Jewish Colonization Association (ICA, IKA) and Zionist organizations. 1934-1936. 203 pp. Folder begins at image 478

2259. Cuttings from German newspapers and magazines concerning the economic status of Nazi Germany. April 1935-January 1937. 19 pp. Folder begins at image 780

2260. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning conditions of navigation and rail transport in Nazi Germany. April 1935-December 1938. 147 pp. Folder begins at image 821

2261. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning the arms race in Nazi Germany. July 1935-December 1936. 188 pp. Folder begins at image 1027

2262. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning foreign and domestic commerce in Nazi Germany. October 1935-May 1938. 31 pp. Folder begins at image 1265

2263. Cuttings from German and Swiss newspapers concerning anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany, in 1935-1936. 75 pp. Folder begins at image 1321

2264. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning the Nazi regime in Germany, in 1935-1936. 162 pp. Folder begins at image 1405

2265. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning mercantile relations, of Nazi Germany, with Australia and America. 1935-1938. 47 pp. Folder begins at image 1621

2266. Cuttings from French and Swiss newspapers concerning arrest of journalist Berthold Jacob, a Jewish emigrant from Germany, by the Gestapo. March-May, 1936. 74 pp. Folder begins at image 1678

2267. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning conditions of wholesale trade and export in Nazi Germany. March 1936-December 1938. 37 pp. Folder begins at image 1769

2268. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning spring and autumn fairs in Leipzig. March 1936-December 1938. 112 pp. Folder begins at image 1813
2269. Cuttings from Belgian, Dutch, French, and other newspapers concerning the Nazi regime in Germany and Jewish-Arab incidents in Palestine, and other questions. June-July, 1936. 57 pp. Folder begins at image 6

2270. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning German communist, Edgar Andre, his trial and his subsequent death sentence in Nazi Germany. Concerning the suicide of Jewish journalist Stefan Lüx. July-November, 1936 79 pp. Folder begins at image 92

2271. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning condition of retail trade in Nazi Germany. August 1936-December 1938. 102 pp. Folder begins at image 179


2273. Cuttings from French and Swiss newspapers concerning anti-Semitism in France 1936. 30 pp. Folder begins at image 682

2274. Cuttings from English and French newspapers concerning the arms race in Germany and trade relations with England. 1936-1937. 57 pp. Folder begins at image 729

2275. Cuttings from English and French newspapers concerning trade relations between Nazi Germany and Italy. 1936-1938. 23 pp. Folder begins at image 809

2276. Cuttings from French and German newspapers concerning tax policy in Nazi Germany, Arab-Jewish incidents in Palestine, and other questions. 1936-1939. 225 pp. Folder begins at image 842

2277. Cuttings from English and German newspapers concerning the economic position of China and Manchuria. 1937-1938. 14 pp. Folder begins at image 1125

2278. Cuttings from English, German, and French newspapers concerning the economic and financial state of the USA, in 1937-1938. 76 pp. Folder begins at image 1145

2279. Cuttings from the Exchange Gazette and Merchant Gazette concerning the economic status of the USSR and Poland, in 1937-1938. 40 pp. Folder begins at image 1273

2280. Cuttings from English newspapers concerning trade relations amongst Nazi Germany, Hungary, Turkey, and Romania. 1937-1938. 88 pp. Folder begins at image 1328

2281. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning German trade relations with Hungary and Czechoslovakia, in 1937-1938. 40 pp. Folder begins at image 1439

2282. Cuttings from English and German newspapers concerning the economic status of Latin America countries. January-December, 1938. 24 pp. Folder begins at image 1497
2283. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning the economic status of Austria, in the period of Anschluss. January-December, 1938. 124 pp. Folder begins at image 1529

2284. Cuttings from the Berlin Bourgeois Press, and other newspapers, concerning foreign trade of Nazi Germany. January-December, 1938. 112 pp. Folder begins at image 1683

2285. Cuttings from French newspapers, including anti-Semite articles. April-May, 1938. 29 pp. Folder begins at image 1856


2287. Cuttings from German and Swiss newspapers concerning the economic position of China and Japan. August-December, 1938. 24 pp. Folder begins at image 2017
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2288. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning Nazi German trade relations with Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia. December 1938-January 1940. 162 pp. Folder begins at image 6

2289. Cuttings from English and German newspapers concerning Japan’s economic defense and its foreign trade. January-May, 1939. 27 pp. Folder begins at image 226

2290. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning the economic status of Austria, in the period of Anschluss. January-July, 1939. 93 pp. Folder begins at image 251

2291. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning Nazi German trade relations with Belgium, Holland, Spain, and France. January-July, 1939. 125 pp. Folder begins at image 325


2293. Cuttings from the information bulletin, of the Jewish Telegraph Agency, concerning the status of German Jews who emigrated to Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. January-December, 1939. 25 pp. Folder begins at image 569

2294. Cuttings from French and Swiss newspapers concerning the economic status of Nazi Germany and its exports. January 1939-January 1940. 316 pp. Folder begins at image 577

2295. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning the state of textile industry in Nazi Germany. January 1939-January 1940. 105 pp. Folder begins at image 820
2296. Cuttings from English, German, and French newspapers concerning the financial state of Nazi Germany, its foreign and internal loans. January 1939-February 1940. 96 pp. Folder begins at image 899

2297. Cuttings from English, German, and French newspapers concerning the economic status of the USSR and Poland. February-September, 1939. 63 pp. Folder begins at image 971

2298. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning the Nazi regime in Bohemia and Sudetenland region. February 1939-January 1940. 107 pp. Folder begins at image 1022

2299. Cuttings from the Jewish press reviews on the status of Jews in Poland, Lithuania and Danzig. March 17-July 13, 1939. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1104

2300. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning trade relations of Nazi Germany with the USSR, Poland, Sweden, and Latvia. March 1939-February 1940. 246 pp. Folder begins at image 1123

2301. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning Nazi German trade relations with India and Manchjou-Go. May-August, 1939. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 1299

2302. Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning Nazi German trade relations with Switzerland. May 1939-January 1940. 35 pp. Folder begins at image 1307

2303. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning the state of domestic trade, navigation and rail transport in Nazi Germany. 1939. 89 pp. Folder begins at image 1347

2304. Cuttings from German newspapers concerning domestic trade of Nazi Germany in 1939. 49 pp. Folder begins at image 1470

2305. Map of Palestine. No date. Folder begins at image 1598

**OPIS 2.**

1. **SECRETARY, HICEM PARIS**

a). **DATA ON THE SOCIETY**


1a. Minutes of a Society session dedicated to reorganization of the branch in Trieste. February 15, 1940. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1945
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2a. Accounts of activity from the Society, in 1936. 73 pp. Folder begins at image 6
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2b. Accounts of activity from the Society, in 1938. 46 pp. Folder begins at image 82

2c. Accounts of activity from the Society, in January-May, 1939. 61 pp. Folder begins at image 131


4. Memorandum submitted by the HICEM Committee to the International Confederation on the Emigration of Jews, held in Havana. 1928. Folder begins at image 212

4a. Staff reports, from representatives, concerning conditions of German Jews’ emigration to the countries of South and Central America. February 1938-April 1939. 95 pp. Folder begins at image 251

5. Staff reports, from the Society representatives, concerning conditions of German Jews’ emigration to Alexandretta, Syria. February 1939. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 350

5a. Staff Report, from a Society representative, concerning the project of Jewish settlements in the southeast districts of China. April 24, 1939. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 373

5b. Staff reports, from a Society representative, concerning the status of Jewish agricultural settlements in the countries of South America, in 1939. 50 pp. Folder begins at image 391

6. Reports of Society representatives on the status of Jews in Germany, Austria, and Romania, at the beginning of World War II. February 1940. 21 pp. Folder begins at image 443

b). DATA ON THE SOCIETY’S BRANCH ACTIVITY

AUSTRIA

7. Account from the branch in Vienna. May 2, 1938-July 31, 1939. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 467

8. Letters to branches in Vienna, Genoa, and Trieste concerning assistance to emigrant-Jews in the obtainment of entry visas, provision of grants to them, and other questions. March 12-June 3, 1940. 424 pp. Folder begins at image 478

ENGLAND


ARGENTINA
9a. Correspondence with the branch in Buenos Aires concerning assignment of emigrants to work, forwarding lists of transit emigrants, and other questions. January-December, 1939. 700 pp. Folder begins at image 917

9b. Letters to branches in Buenos Aires, Bogotá, and Montevideo concerning dates of emigrants’ who are leaving from Marseilles, Havre, and other ports. Includes arrival lists and lists of emigrants. April 13-August 18, 1939. 165 pp. Folder begins at image 1631

BELGIUM

10. Staff Report from the branch in Antwerp concerning the Jewish emigrants’ status, in Belgium, in 1939. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 1799

11. Reports on the activities of the Belgian branch of OSE and ORT for 1924. Folder begins at image 1807

12. Account from the branch in Brussels for 1939. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 1815

13. Correspondence with the branch in Antwerp concerning the influx of emigrants from Germany to Belgium, the granting of privileged tickets, and cash benefits to emigrants bound for America, and other questions. January 25-December 31, 1935. 500 pp. Folder begins at image 1825
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13. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

BRAZIL


13b. Account from the branch in Rio de Janeiro activity for 1937. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 239

13c. Staff Report from Society representative, Riegner, concerning the project of a Jewish agricultural settlement in Chapar, Cochabamba department. May 19, 1939. 1 p. Folder begins at image 262

HUNGARY

14. Staff reports of Society representative Cherniak concerning his business trips to Hungary and Czechoslovakia, and concerning the status of Jewish population in these countries in 1939. 43 pp. Folder begins at image 266
15. Staff reports from Society representative Cherniak concerning his trip to Hungary and implementation of fascist laws which limit the rights of the Hungarian Jewish population. March 8-15, 1939. 13 pp. Folder begins at image 312

16. Staff reports from Society representative Cherniak concerning the political and economic situation of Hungary and branch activity in Budapest. March 15, 1939 20 pp. Folder begins at image 328

17. Correspondence with the branch in Budapest concerning Polish Jewish emigration assistance, to America. October 10, 1939-May 22, 1940. 40 pp. Folder begins at image 351

HOLLAND

18. Letters to the branch in Amsterdam concerning operations on the current account, the grant of privileged tickets to the emigrants bound for South America, and other questions. January-September, 1939. 474 pp. Folder begins at image 409

GREECE

19. 1937 Reports from Society secretary, Melamed, on the status of Jews in Greece. 63 pp. Folder begins at image 887

20. Emigrants’ letters to the branch in Athens with requests for assistance for emigration to Palestine, the rendering of material aid, and other questions. December 1940-March 1941. 152 pp.

DANZIG

21. Staff reports from the Jewish community of Danzig concerning the status of the Jewish population under the Nazi regime. August 2, 1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1131

LITHUANIA

22. Correspondence with the branch in Kaunas concerning the obtainment of entry visas for Lithuanian Jews who are bound for America, the distribution of grants, and other questions. January 15, 1934-December 30, 1935. 393 pp. Folder begins at image 1138

LUXEMBURG


PALESTINE
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POLAND

25. Memorandum from JEAS, branch in Warsaw, rendered to the International Conference on issues of Jewish emigration. Held in Evian, France, in July 1938. 20 pp. Folder begins at image 1580

26. Staff reports from Warsaw director, Leon Alter, concerning his trip to Zbąszyń and the status of Jews expelled there by Nazi authorities. 1-22 August, 1939. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 1603

27. Correspondence with the branch in Warsaw concerning remittance of funds for assistance in Jewish families’ emigration to Palestine, and the countries of America. February 1, 1938-August 3, 1939. 48 pp. Folder begins at image 1616

PORTUGAL

28. Letters to the branch in Lisbon concerning the rendering of material aid to emigrants bound for America. February 15-December 26, 1939. 2 pp. Folder begins at image 1667

FRANCE

29. Staff report from the Joint Committee of Help to Emigrants, in Paris. Committee discussed emigrants’ status in France. August 22, 1939. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1672

30. Correspondence with the Joint Committee of Help to Emigrants, in Paris. Correspondence concerns the grant of credits to emigrants from Germany, bound for Palestine, and the countries of South America. Also includes lists of emigrants. October 1, 1935-January 31, 1936. 414 pp. Folder begins at image 1681

31. Correspondence with the Joint Committee of Help to Emigrants, in Paris and Marseilles, concerning financial accounts, remittance of funds for distribution of grants to emigrants, and lists of the emigrants bound from Austria and Germany for the countries of America. April 1-August 31, 1938. 571 pp. Folder begins at image 2100
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31. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

32. Staff Report from, the Prague Jewish community, on the status of the Jewish population of Bohemia and Moravia during the Nazi occupation. August 1, 1939. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 481

33. Staff Report, from the branch in Bratislava, on the status of the Jewish population of Slovakia. August 22, 1939. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 487
SWITZERLAND

34. Account from the Jewish Charities Association, in Zurich and statistical data on emigrants from Switzerland. January-August, 1939. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 495

[Sela 35-39 missing; may also be missing at source archive]

SOUTH AFRICAN UNION

40. Staff Report, from a Society representative, concerning the project of a Jewish settlement in Kenya, an English colony in Africa. June 1938. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 504

41. Correspondence with branches in Johannesburg and Cape town concerning conditions of immigration to South Africa, the forwarding of lists of emigrants from Poland and Lithuania, and other questions. January-December, 1936. 157 pp. Folder begins at image 514

II. FINANCE DEPARTMENT

42. Budget estimates, from the Society, in 1930. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 679

43. Budget estimates, from the Society, in 1937. 19 pp. Folder begins at image 697

44. Budget estimates, from the Society, in 1937-1938. 36 pp. Folder begins at image 719

44a. Financial accounts of the sums expended, by the Society, for emigration of German and Austrian Jews in May 15, 1933-December 31, 1938. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 758

45. Financial Account, from the Society, in October 1936. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 767


46. Financial accounts, of the sums expended by the Society, for emigration of German and Austrian Jews in 1939-1940. 25 pp. Folder begins at image 921

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS FROM SOCIETY BRANCHES in BELGIUM

47. Financial accounts from the branch in Antwerp. January 1940. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 955

HUNGARY

48. Financial accounts from the branch in Budapest. January-May, 1940. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 970

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
49. Financial accounts from the branch in Prague, correspondence with the branch concerning the forwarding of checks for finance of emigrants’ trips, and operations on the current account. Also includes lists of emigrants from Czechoslovakia. November 1938-April 1939. 362 pp. Folder begins at image 970

BRAZIL

50. Financial accounts from the branch in Rio de Janeiro, in 1928-1934. 1928-1934. 348 pp. Folder begins at image 1343

COLOMBIA

51. Financial accounts from branches in Bogotá, Colombia and Colon, Panama, in 1938-1939. 26 pp. Folder begins at image 1699

PARAGUAY

52. Financial accounts from the branch in Asunción, Paraguay, in 1938-1939. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1742

[Delo 53 missing]

ECUADOR

54. Financial accounts from the branch in Guayaquil, Ecuador, in 1938-1939. 16 pp. Folder begins at image 1751

CARD FILE ON EMIGRANTS ABOARD THE ST. LOUIS

55. Card file on emigrants who received cash benefits and tickets for movement to the countries of South America. Includes information about passengers aboard the MS St. Louis, including details on relatives in Europe and the United States. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “D.” May-June, 1939. 13 pp. Folder begins at image 1779

56. Card file on emigrants who received cash benefits and tickets for movement to the countries of South America. Includes information about passengers aboard the MS St. Louis, including details on relatives in Europe and the United States. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “C.” June 1939. 13 pp. Folder begins at image 1808

57. Card file on emigrants who have received cash benefits and tickets for movement to the countries of South America. Includes information about passengers aboard the MS St. Louis, including details on relatives in Europe and the United States. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “F”-“E.” Folder begins at image 1837

III. STATISTICS BUREAU
58. Statistical data on the number of German Jews who immigrated to Brazil in 1937 January-September, 1937. 232 pp. Folder begins at image 1881
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59. Statistical data on the number of the German and Austrian Jews immigrated to Brazil in 1938. January-April, 1938. 81 pp. Folder begins at image 6

60. Statistical data on the number of German and Austrian Jews who immigrated to Brazil. January-December, 1939. 283 pp. Folder begins at image 92

61. Statistical data on Jewish emigration from Poland. February-July, 1939. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 420

62. Statistical data on transit emigrants bound from Trieste to Palestine and America. September 1, 1939-March 18, 1940. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 439

63. Statistical data on the population and economics of Kenya, Tanganyika, Madagascar, and other colonial countries. January 1939. 80 pp. Folder begins at image 447

64. Lists of Jewish organizations in Europe and America. 1937-1938. 22 pp. Folder begins at image 529

IV. INDIVIDUAL EMIGRATION BUREAU

65. Correspondence with branches in Antwerp, Warsaw, and London concerning the distribution of grants to emigrants, assigning work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Ber.” January 1932-December 1937. 629 pp. Folder begins at image 554

66. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Antwerp, and Prague concerning credit grants to Jewish families bound for Palestine and America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Ber”-“Bin.” July 1933-July 1937. 633 pp. Folder begins at image 1211

67. Correspondence with branches in Brussels, Zagreb, and Prague concerning the grant of credits to Jewish families bound for Palestine and America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Bud”-“Buch.” June 1933-October. 1937. 602 pp. Folder begins at image 1880
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67. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

67a. Correspondence with branches in Berlin, Buenos Aires, and Trieste concerning the grant of credits to Jewish families bound for America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “B”-“F.” January 1939-February 1940. 140 pp. Folder begins at image 365
68. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Warsaw, Moscow, and Prague concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas, the search for relatives, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “W.” April 1932-July 1937. 594 pp. Folder begins at image 512

69. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles, Nice, and Zurich concerning the grant of credits to Jewish families bound for Palestine and America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “W”-“Z”. March 1939-February 1940. 363 pp. Folder begins at image 1126

70. Correspondence with the branch in Prague concerning emigration assistance for Herbert Hitmann and his family to Uruguay. August 18, 1936-February 11, 1939 25 pp. Folder begins at image 1492

71. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Vienna, and Kaunas concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ entry visas, grant of benefits to emigrants, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “J”-“S”-“Z”. August 1937. 224 pp. Folder begins at image 1522

72. Correspondence with the branch in Prague concerning emigration assistance for the Cohn family, from Czechoslovakia to Palestine. January 26-March 1, 1939. 12pp. Folder begins at image 1859

73. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles, Milan, and Zurich concerning the grant of credits, to Jewish families, bound for Palestine and America. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “M”-“P”. April 1939-March 1940. 282 pp. Folder begins at image 1875
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74. Correspondence with branches in Marseilles, Trieste, and Zurich concerning the remittance of funds for grant of benefits, to emigrants, the forward of privileged tickets, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “S”-“Sch”. January 20, 1939-June 1, 1940. 363 pp. Folder begins at image 6

75. Correspondence with branches in Amsterdam, Warsaw, and Prague concerning the grant of benefits to emigrants, the assignment of work, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “T”-“Z”-“Tsch”. January 1930-December 1937. 341 pp. Folder begins at image 374

76. Correspondence with branches in Warsaw, Vienna, and Prague concerning the obtainment of emigrants entry visas, the search for their relatives, and other questions. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “Fre”. March 1931-November 1937. 641 pp. Folder begins at image 727
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Letter from the branch in Budapest concerning emigration assistance for Arthur Feigelschtok and his family, from Austria to Uruguay. March 6, 1939. 2 pp. Folder begins at image 1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>Brochure on the international economic conference held in Geneva in 1927; publication of the International Labor Office under the League of Nations. 1927. Folder begins at image 1435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>V. PRINTED MATERIALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>Information bulletin dealing with issues of Jewish emigration to Palestine. Correspondenzblatt February 1933. 120 pp. Folder begins at image 1475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Hand-book for emigrants bound from Germany to Palestine. April 1935. 18 pp. Folder begins at image 1633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81a.</td>
<td>Cuttings from German and French newspapers concerning the status of German Jews. May 1935-December 1936. 161 pp. Folder begins at image 1655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Information bulletin on Jewish emigration issues. Correspondenzblatt September 1935. 5 pp. Folder begins at image 1838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>Essays by unknown author concerning the history of the Jewish population of Greece, in 1937. 122 pp. Folder begins at image 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Issues from a Zionist magazine entitled L’universe Israelite. October 7, 1938-July 6, 1939. 47 pp. Folder begins at image 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>Cutting from the Jewish Telegraph Agency information bulletin concerning German Jews' emigration to Tanganyika, East Africa. November 1938. 2 pp. Folder begins at image 644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
89. Cutting from the Jewish Telegraph Agency information bulletin concerning the activity of the HICEM society and other emigration organizations. September 1939-February 1940. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 649

90. Issues from an information bulletin in 1939-1940. Information in Yiddish. 1939-1940. 39 pp. Folder begins at image 667

91. Theatrical play “Zion” written by I. Reiss, in French. 29 pp. Folder begins at image 709

**OPIS 3**

**Inventory № 3 (1906-1941)**

1. **SECRETARY**

1. Circulars from the Society concerning Jewish immigration conditions in Manchuria and China, correspondence with the branch in Harbin concerning the obtainment of emigrants’ transit and entry visas to Manchuria, the assignment of work, and other questions. November 13, 1936-May 2, 1939. 53 pp. Folder begins at image 742

2. Protocols of meetings of the conference of the Jewish Colonization Association, held in Frankfurt am Main, dedicated to the organization of assistance to the Jewish population affected by pogroms in Tsarist Russia. 1906. Folder begins at image 804

3. Journals from international organizations which deal with Jewish immigration issues. Congress held in London, in 1936, under the chairmanship of the Supreme Commissioner of the League of Nations, Malmolm. December 14, 1936. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 975

4. Journals from international organizations which deal with Jewish immigration issues. Congress held in London, in 1936, under the chairmanship of the Supreme Commissioner of the League of Nations, Malmolm. December 4, 1936. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 989

5. Account of the Society’s activity in 1937. 61 pp. Folder begins at image 999

6. Accounts of the Society’s activity in 1937-1938. 32 pp. Folder begins at image 1063

7. Reports from Society representatives on the prospects of Jewish immigration to Mexico. August 1937-September 1938. 52 pp. Folder begins at image 1098

8. Report from Society representative, Friedmen, on the Jews’ status in Mexico and prospects for their immigration to this country. October 12, 1938. 58 pp. Folder begins at image 1154

10. Report from Society representative Saphir on the project of Jewish settlements in Bolivia and prospects for immigration to this country September 6, 1939. 50 pp. Folder begins at image 1222

11. Report from a Society representative on the Jews’ status in Latvia, statistical data on the Jewish population percentage, in 1925-1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1275

12. Report from a Society representative on the Jews’ status in Latvia, statistical data on the Jewish population percentage, in 1925-1939. 4 pp. Folder begins at image 1282

13. Correspondence with branches in the countries of Europe and America concerning the election of delegates for the HICEM society conference in Paris, elaboration of the agenda, and the creation of immigration reports. March 13-June 29, 1936. 427 pp. Folder begins at image 1289

14. Correspondence with branches in Barcelona and Geneva concerning allowance of credits to emigrants and the forward of privileged tickets. August 9, 1936-May 31, 1940. 13 pp. Folder begins at image 1720

DATA ON SOCIETY BRANCH ACTIVITY

a) ARGENTINA


b) BELGIUM

16. Account of activity from the branch in Brussels in January-June, 1939. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 1831

17. Account of activity from the branch in Brussels for January-June, 1939. 7 pp. Folder begins at image 1841

18. Letters from the branch in Brussels concerning credit operations and transfer operations, dates of emigrants’ departure, and forward of emigrants’ obligations. June 8, 1937-March 29, 1939. 388 pp. Folder begins at image 1851
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c) BRAZIL

19. Account of activity from the branch in Rio de Janeiro for 1929-1930. Correspondence with this branch concerning the grant of privileged passenger tickets to emigrants from
Poland, the forward of lists of emigrants, and rendering of financial accounts. February 9, 1931-December 30, 1932. 522 pp. Folder begins at image 6

20. Accounts of activity and finances, from the branch in Rio de Janeiro, for 1938. Lists from the emigrants who have received cash benefits from the Society. January 1938-January 1939. 92 pp. Folder begins at image 544

d) HUNGARY

21. Questionnaires from unemployed German emigrants, who previously lived in Budapest in 1938-1939. 306 pp. Folder begins at image 657

22. Letter from a Jewish emigration organization, in Budapest, concerning conditions of cooperation with the HICEM society. April 9, 1940. 2 pp. Folder begins at image 968

e) GERMANY

[Delo 23 missing]

24. Letter from the Jewish religious community in Danzig to the branch chairman in Amsterdam, concerning assistance in entry of Jewish families from Danzig to America. May 7-15, 1940. 29 pp.

25. Photocopies of foreign passports, issued by the Gestapo, to German Jews who immigrated to Bolivia in 1939. February-April, 1939. 68 pp. Folder begins at image 1029

26. Documents on the creation of a charitable foundation for the construction of a Jewish school in Bucharest. 1903. Folder begins at image 1079

g) CZECHLOZOVAKIA

27. Staff Report, from the branch in Bratislava, concerning the status of the Jewish population, in Slovakia, under the fascist regime. August 22, 1939. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 1085

28. Letters from the Bratislava branch concerning allocation and application of credits for emigrants bound for Palestine and America. May 15-22, 1940. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 1094

28a. Monthly statistical reports, from the branch in Prague, concerning the rendering of aid to Jewish emigrants, correspondence with the branch concerning the creation of documents for emigrants, in 1935-1938. 303 pp. Folder begins at image 1101

h) ECUADOR

29. Letters from the branch in Guayaquil, Ecuador concerning conditions of Jews’ immigration to Ecuador and the forward of financial accounts. December 20, 1936-January 12, 1937. 8 pp. Folder begins at image 1421
II. FINANCE DEPARTMENT


31. Budget estimates, from the Society, in 1940. December 1940. 37 pp. Folder begins at image 1467

32. Inspector Josoline’s report on his inspection of the Society’s cash. November 6, 1939. 42 pp. Folder begins at image 1507

32a. Correspondence with the Modern Telephone Communication Organization concerning the hook up of a telephone and electric clock in one of the HICEM’s offices in Paris, and charge for the use. 1934-1936. 19 pp. Folder begins at image 1558

DATA ON VARIOUS COUNTRIES

[Delo 33 missing]

2-BELGIUM

34. Financial account, from the branch in Brussels, in December 1939. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1580

35. Financial accounts from the branch in Brussels, in January-May, 1940. 37 pp. Folder begins at image 1589

36. Financial accounts from the branch in Brussels, in April-May, 1940. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 1629

3-HUNGARY

37. Financial accounts and statistical reports, from the branch in Budapest, in March-April, 1940. 6 pp. Folder begins at image 1642

4-THE NETHERLANDS

38. Financial accounts from the branch in Amsterdam, in December 1939. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 1657

5-FRANCE

39. Financial accounts, from the Transatlantic transport company, in June 30-November, 1939. 206 pp. Folder begins at image 1670

6-CZECHLOZLAVAKIA
40. Data on the sums expended for the emigration of Jewish Czechoslovakian students, lists of emigrants and receipts from those who received privileged passenger tickets. November 22, 1939-January 10, 1940. 48 pp. Folder begins at image 1880

41. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits and passenger tickets for the trip to Palestine. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “A”-“G”. April 1939. 524 pp. Folder begins at image 1931
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41. (continued) Folder begins at image 7

42. Receipts and obligations from emigrants who received cash benefits and passenger tickets for going to America and Palestine. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “N”-“Z”. March 1940. 633 pp. Folder begins at image 334

43. Statistics on the Jewish population in different countries of the world. 1926. Folder begins at image 970

44. Statistics on the Jewish population in different countries of the world. 1926. Folder begins at image 979

III. STATISTICS BUREAU

45. Statistical data on the number of Jewish emigrants who arrived to the USA in 1937-1938; data was presented by the Central bureau in Washington. November 17, 1937-February 27, 1938. 13 pp. Folder begins at image 985

46. Statistical data on Jewish emigration, from Poland, to the countries of America. 1919-1936. 1 p. Folder begins at image 1001

47. Statistical data on Jewish emigration, from Poland, to America. February 9-August 29, 1939. 9 pp. Folder begins at image 1006

48. List of emigrants, who left from German ports, for the USA. March 30, 1938 2 pp. Folder begins at image 1026

IV. INDIVIDUAL EMIGRATION BUREAU

49. Correspondence with the branches in Bucharest, Vienna concerning the obtainment of entry visas to America and Palestine for Polish and Austrian emigrants. Information pertains to emigrants whose last names begin with “B”-“R”. April 6, 1939-April 30, 1940. 27 pp. Folder begins at image 1031

V. PRINTED MATERIALS

50. Articles by Mark Wischnitzer on the history of the Jewish population of Poland. 1930. 32 pp. Folder begins at image 1069
51. Collection from Christian Church representatives on pronouncements on the persecution of the Jews in Nazi Germany. Edition of the Union of Jewish communities of Switzerland. September 1933. 15 pp. Folder begins at image 1106

52. Compilation of the decrees of the Nazi government, which demonstrates the regime’s discrimination against the Jewish population of Germany. Edition from the Union of Jewish Communities of Switzerland. 1933. 37 pp. Folder begins at image 1137

53. Cuttings from French and English newspapers concerning the International Conference on issues of Jewish emigration from Germany and Austria. Conference held in Evian. July 1, 1938-September 11, 1938. 97 pp. Folder begins at image 1177

54. Essay by an unknown author entitled “Voyage of the MS St. Louis.” Essay describes the details of a political emigrant’s party removal, from Germany, to the Republic of Cuba. July 1939. 28 pp. Folder begins at image 1298